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Abstract 

 

 

The problem of polluting emissions and the need to reduce crude oil dependency 

had led to the search for alternative solutions also in aeronautics. One of them is 

represented by solar powered aircrafts, which show both the advantages of solar 

energy, clean and renewable, and the unmanned vehicle’s benefits.  

As a consequence this kind of plane presents specific features which need to 

develop particular techniques to realize them. 

This work of thesis is part of a project whose aim is the production of a solar 

powered aircraft with unlimited autonomy and the research is in particular 

connected with the design and tests of the low Reynolds number airfoil family. 

The first chapter will introduce how solar energy can be used to propel a plane 

and which the advantages show by an aircraft without pilot are. 

The second chapter will illustrate the theoretical background of an aerodynamic 

body and which parameters influence it, taking into account especially the 

Reynolds number.  

The third chapter will explain the procedure and the software used to design and 

to analyze different airfoil configurations for the solar aircraft. 

In chapter four, five, six and seven the computational and experimental results 

obtained for the current airfoil of the prototype and for its modifications 

respectively in the lower surface, in the leading edge and in the trailing edge, will 

show and analyze. Moreover the eighth chapter will investigate the effect of a 

combination of these modifications. 

The last chapter will summarize all results and the best configuration of the airfoil 

will be presented.    
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 The project 

 

This Master Thesis is part of a project in collaboration with ITER (Instituto 

Tecnológico y de Energías Renovables), which has made the feasibility study for 

the construction of a solar airplane with the development of the first prototype. 

Also considering the problem of polluting emissions and the need to reduce crude 

oil dependency, the final aim of the project is the construction of a complete 

autonomous airplane, non-pollutant and with applications in the fields of 

observation and monitoring of the Earth, but it could potentially bring in a whole 

new range of applications to aircrafts due to its unlimited range. 

Among the main features which can be found carrying out this project, there are 

aerodynamic design, power generation system based solely on the use of 

photovoltaic solar cells and energy storage system, as well as navigation and 

tracking systems that include the information transference to the base or bases on 

land. The construction of a demonstrative prototype, which is located at ITER in 

Tenerife, has made to better understand all these aspects related to the 

manufacturing and durability of equipment, going parallel to the general 

feasibility study.  

 

1.2 Solar energy in aeronautics 

 

Solar energy is a renewable energy that comes from natural resources so it is 

practically inexhaustible. 

Solar energy is derived from the Sun through the form of solar radiation which is 

transformed into electricity or heat using solar cells and obtaining two kinds of 

solar energy: photovoltaic, which is used also for aeronautical applications, and 

photothermal, which is usually used for heating, respectively.  

Technological levels required for use in aircraft with a small wing area and 

moderate speeds have not been yet reached because solar energy installations 
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efficiency are generally very low, around 30%, and it may increases up to 40% 

only by high-level technologies. Therefore wing surface covered by solar cells 

must be unusually large.  

Two distinct functions are identified in the use of solar energy: uptake and 

storage. Because of Earth motions the recruitment is possible only during the day. 

Instead a set of batteries, which store part of captured energy, is necessary to let 

the systems be continuous. Furthermore the capture of solar energy is not uniform 

neither in different regions of the Earth nor at different times of the year. 

Obviously areas at higher latitude receive less perpendicular radiation so they get 

less energy. As a consequence systems must be designed depending on the area of 

the Earth where they will be applied. The time of day also influences the 

recruitment because the radiation’s incidence depends on sun elevation over the 

horizon. This problem is solved using solar panels which are capable to follow the 

Sun automatically and correct the orientation. 

 

 

Fig. 1.1 Photovoltaic cell 

 

As said before the element to obtain electrical energy is solar photovoltaic cells.  

These cells are generally made of a semiconductor material, usually silicon, which 

releases electrons after receiving the radiation from the sun. Electrons can move  

through the material creating a potential difference in it. As a consequence cells 

behave like a small unlimited battery when a load between the terminals was 

applied. 

Energy obtained with a photoelectric cell is very small anyway, so it is necessary 

to combine a large number of photoelectric cells to obtain good solar panels but 
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the manufacture is complicated and expensive. Moreover they present very low 

efficiency so they need a power output control system and devices, which can 

orient panels, to increase the performances. 

However, autonomy could be unlimited performing a correct design of the aircraft 

and including certain automated systems for flight. Though without taking into 

account pilot’s needs, the aircraft will not fly infinitively because it must descend 

for safety reasons when its life has completed. This lifetime will be substantially 

greater than conventional aircraft’s operating time under the same conditions, so 

that we can say that the autonomy of the solar plane is unlimited. 

 

1.3 Unmanned Air Vehicles 

 

The solar powered aircraft is controlled automatically so that it is an UAV 

(Unmanned Air Vehicle). Pilot must be replaced by additional equipment which is 

not embarked on manned aircraft and requires much precision because the 

parameters to be measured for stability and controllability must be accurate in all 

phases of flight. The maximum level of automaticity is reached during takeoff and 

landing which are completely autonomous. These phases need accuracy in three-

dimensional positioning and aerodynamic angle measurement which are not 

achievable with conventional aerodynamic and inertial equipment, so additional 

stabilization and positioning equipment such as differential GPS are necessary.  

The main feature which distinguishes UAV from conventional aircrafts is 

autonomy. Also the guided missile are unmanned but UAV are recoverable, that 

is, the vehicle returns to the base after performing a scheduled mission and the 

coordinates are stored in a database to repeat the same or another missions. 

Both the aircraft and its mission must be monitored in real time and well planned 

in advance, indicating which actions must be performed during the mission 

depending on situation. Sometimes it is required to manage data in real time 

taking into account certain events which may occur during the mission.  

Data and aircraft’s status are usually recorded to make analysis after missions. 

This implies that it is a ground control station where it is possible to perform such 

activities. Indeed the term UAV is being replaced by UAS (Unmanned Air 
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System) which is more accurate also because many missions, such as continuous 

monitoring of an area, often use multiple aircraft. 

UAV or UAS present many benefits compared to a conventional aircraft. First of 

all disadvantages of having a pilot, like its limitations in terms of maneuverability, 

maximum autonomy, need for air conditioning systems, temperature and pressure, 

altitude and oxygen concentration, disappear. Moreover it is possible to realize 

more hazardous tasks because any human life is at stake. On the contrary, high 

costs of these systems can become a great inconvenience. However, complexity of 

current aircraft systems makes these costs comparable. 

 

1.4 The Solar powered aircraft 

 

 
Fig. 1.2 Solar powered aircraft 

 

The solar powered aircraft shows both the advantages of solar energy, when it is 

used to propel a plane, and the unmanned vehicle’s benefits. So that, the 

autonomy is practically infinite because on one hand, absence of pilot means no 

limitation due to the exhaustion of him, and on the other hand, propulsion system 

never runs out due to the absence of fuel.  

The limitations are only due to structural lifetime, power system elements’ 

deterioration or aerodynamic efficiency reduction which could be caused by 

impacts, excessive loads or particles’ deposition as ice. 

Moreover analyses have shown other advantages, such as availability quickly, 

cleaning, wide range of flight, no lives at stake, low noise, size and 

maneuverability, and low costs of manufacture and exploitation. 
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Concerning application fields, they can be grouped into the followings: 

environmental protection, communications, rescue and surveillance tasks, 

geographical and urban control, and aerial observation. Depending on the mission 

for which the aircraft is designed, it will have certain features and in particular it 

is important to take into account the payload that can be taken on board because it 

determines if the mission could be realized or not. It has decided that the aircraft 

taken into consideration not requires high maneuverability and equipment or 

systems which involve excessive power consumption or lead to a substantial 

weight increase. 

 

1.4.1 The structure 

 

The aircraft consists basically on a high aspect ratio wing with a sufficient 

thickness to embark the main part of the systems and to support the 4 engines. 

This number is directly related to the controllability of the airplane in case of 

engine failure to permit at least yaw control through the application of an 

asymmetric power. If we choose a larger number of propellers, the surface of each 

blade should be smaller but taking into account the requirement of maximum 

efficiency which requires the largest possible radius of propeller, blades could get 

too elongated. 

The wing is also covered by photovoltaic cells which transform solar radiation 

energy into electricity and whose performances are maximized by MPPT 

(Maximum Power Point 

Tracker). Power plant 

includes: 

 

• Photovoltaic cells 

• MPPT 

• Batteries 

• Engines 

• Propellers 

• Wiring                                                                     Fig. 1.3 Power plant  
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Each module includes two engines, with their speed control system, a gearbox and 

a propeller, so if one of the engines fails it is not missed the entire module. 

Anyway the consequent loss of efficiency not represents a problem because it is 

an emergency in which it is necessary to recover the aircraft as soon as possible.  

The selected motors are Model-Motors AXI 5320/34, which are brushless and 

synchronous. They are fed with direct current and generate an oscillating current 

through a variator, called ESP (Engine Speed Control), to produce a rotating 

electric field. Materials used in ESP construction should allow long lifetime. 

Engines features are shown in Tables A.1 (Appendix A).   

Typical operations altitude is 10000 m to avoid clouds in the main part of the 

year. 

The main parameters of the aircraft are resumed in the following table: 

 

Symbol Description Value 

Pavailable[W] Available power in the batteries 1595 

S [m
2
] Wing area 19,51 

Sc [m
2
] Area covered by photovoltaic cells 25,36 

b [m] Wingspan 19,57 

AR Aspect Ratio 20 

Wtotal[kg] Total weight 206 

Wbatteries[kg] Weight of Batteries  99,7 

Wtotal/S [kg/m
2
] Wing load 10,55 

CL design Lift coefficient at the design point 1,00 

CD=CD (CL) Drag coefficient 0,0095+0,0141*CL
2 

V [m/s] Flight speed at the design point 22,4 

Ne Number of engines 4 

ηR Gearbox efficiency 0,99 

ηM Electric engine efficiency 0,90 

ηP Propellers efficiency 0,85 

ρ Air density at 10000 m 0,413 

Table 1.1 Main features of the solar powered aircraft 
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1.5 Objectives of the research 

 

As it was said before this work is part of a project whose aim is the production of 

a solar powered aircraft with unlimited autonomy.  

This research is in particular connected with the design and tests of the low 

Reynolds number airfoil family, starting from the one which was chosen for the 

prototype and trying to obtain the best performances changing time to time some 

its features such as camber, leading edge and trailing edge as it will be explained 

in Chapter 3. 

The research process has included: 

1) Look at the history of solar flight and low Reynolds number airfoils; 

2) Investigate the airfoil performances at low Reynolds numbers using ESDU 

data sheet and computational analysis software such as Xfoil; 

3) Investigate the flow patterns around the airfoil and propose way to improve 

the behavior; 

4) Research, develop and compare the theoretical results and observations with 

the experimental ones obtained at the ITER wind tunnel. 
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2. THEORETICAL REFERENCES 

 

2.1 Basic concepts 

 

 
 

Fig. 2.1 Airfoil geometrical parameters  

 

The airfoil is a two-dimensional aerodynamic body which represents a typical 

cross-section of an aircraft wing.  

The main geometrical parameters are: 

• Chord, the segment joining the leading edge and the trailing edge, which are 

the points where the circumscribed circle is tangent to the airfoil;   

• Mean camber line, whose points are all at the same distance (measured 

perpendicularly to the mean camber line) from the upper and the lower surface 

of the airfoil; 

• Camber, maximum distance (measured perpendicularly to the chord) between 

the chord and the mean camber line. If it is zero the airfoil is symmetrical; 

• Thickness, maximum distance (measured perpendicularly to the chord) 

between the upper and the lower surface of the airfoil; 

• Angle of attack (α in Fig. 2.2), angle between relative wind direction and 

chord direction.  
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Fig. 2.2 Aerodynamic forces  

 

The figure above shows the airfoil in a laminar airflow with a constant speed U∞. 

The circulation of this airflow creates a different pressure distribution on the 

upper and lower surface that once integrated can be represented as two forces, the 

lift L and the drag D. Both and the pitching moment M act at the aerodynamic 

center and correspondents aerodynamic coefficient are given by the following 

equations, where ρ is the air density and c the length of the chord: 

    

 

 

Eq. 2.1 Aerodynamic coefficients 

 

The CL and CD heavily depend on the airfoil geometry, the angle of attack and the 

Reynolds number Re which is representative of the airflow viscosity (Fig. 2.3): 
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Eq. 2.2 Reynolds number 

 

Here, µ is the dynamic viscosity that once divided by the air density gives the 

kinematic viscosity ν.  
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Fig. 2.3 Coefficients dependency on Reynolds and angle of attack 

The dependency on the angle of attack (Fig. 2.4) shows t

the CL increase, but progressively the flow separates from the airfoil starting at the 

trailing edge and this lets place to a turbulent zone that makes the 

stall, the lift is maximum but the drag is high too. After t

more difficult to predict or simulate. Basically the drag still increases but without 

being followed by the lift that drops. 

Thus the interesting and safe zone for an airplane is before the stall point, for 

glider especially at the point where the glide ratio 
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Fig. 2.3 Coefficients dependency on Reynolds and angle of attack 

for different thickness airfoils 

  

The dependency on the angle of attack (Fig. 2.4) shows that increasing it makes 

increase, but progressively the flow separates from the airfoil starting at the 

trailing edge and this lets place to a turbulent zone that makes the 

stall, the lift is maximum but the drag is high too. After this point the behaviour is 

more difficult to predict or simulate. Basically the drag still increases but without 

being followed by the lift that drops.  

Thus the interesting and safe zone for an airplane is before the stall point, for 

the point where the glide ratio CL/CD is maximum.

Fig. 2.4 Dependency on the angle of attack 
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Fig. 2.3 Coefficients dependency on Reynolds and angle of attack  

hat increasing it makes 

increase, but progressively the flow separates from the airfoil starting at the 

trailing edge and this lets place to a turbulent zone that makes the CD increase. At 

his point the behaviour is 

more difficult to predict or simulate. Basically the drag still increases but without 

Thus the interesting and safe zone for an airplane is before the stall point, for 

is maximum. 
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2.2 Influence of camber and thickness on pressure and lift 

 

Due to the conservation of momentum in the normal direction to the streamline, 

the balancing pressure forces acting on the airfoil have to be equal to the 

centripetal forces which is describe by the following equation: 

 

��
�� � ��

	  

 

Eq. 2.3 Centripetal forces 

 

Therefore this goes to show that on the upper surface the curvature decreases the 

pressure and accordingly increases the lift. However, there is an optimum camber 

due to the drag and separation which are also associated with camber distribution. 

The optimum camber is often chosen to obtain the minimum drag for a given CL 

or CLmax. 

 

 

Fig. 2.5 Influence of thickness and camber on drag 

 

The optimum thickness of the airfoil is heavily dependent on the Reynolds 

number, as seen in the figure above. Generally at lower Reynolds numbers the 

airfoils are thin whereas thicker airfoils are used at higher Reynolds. But once 

again this is a compromise between the increase in drag and the increase in lift. 
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Indeed the thickness will increase the peak suction but also increase adverse 

pressure gradient. Increasing the thickness also increases the leading edge radius, 

which tends to reduce adverse pressure gradient. In general it is seen that the 

optimum thickness is around 12% of the chord. 

 

2.3 Optimum airfoil for high lift 

 

Stall, corner and sink speed, which are all of great importance to the performance 

of the solar aircraft, are directly related to the maximum lift coefficient or the 

efficiency as shown by the following equations respectively: 
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Eq. 2.4 Stall, corner and sink speed 

 

As a consequence it is fundamental that high lift and high efficiency is achieved. 

The main objectives for high lift are to get an airfoil in which the upper surface 

pressure is as low as possible and the lower surface pressure is as high as possible 

(i.e. as close to stagnation as possible). However, this does not mean that it is at 

freedom to design the airfoil, as there are other conditions to respect, such as the 

Kutta Condition which states “A body with a sharp trailing edge which is moving 

through a fluid will create about itself a circulation of sufficient strength to hold 

the rear stagnation point at the trailing edge.” 

It is also preferable to retain laminar flow for as long as possible while also 

maintaining the flow attached to the airfoil. If it is not possible then tripping the 

flow to turbulent flow to prevent separation is the next best option.  

 

2.4 Low Reynolds number airfoils 

 

As it can be deduced from the Eq. 2.2, Reynolds number gives a measure of the 

ratio of inertial forces (ρU∞
2) to viscous forces (µU∞/c) and consequently 



 

 

quantifies the relative importance of these two types of forces for given flow 

conditions. 

The region of operation of the solar powered aircraft ranges from Re = 500.000 to 

2.000.000. As Reynolds number is proportional to free stream vel

wind speed flows (low free stream speed) correspond to low Reynolds numbers at 

which the airfoils generate lesser lift, and encounter higher drags, bringing down 

the performances. 

To make analyses the flow around the airfoil is divided into 

region of inviscid flow, and a small flow region near the airfoil where viscous 

effects dominate. The latter contains slow moving air and is known as Boundary 

Layer. The majority of drag experienced by a body in a fluid is created ins

Boundary Layer. The outer inviscid flow is faster moving air and it determines the 

pressure distribution around the airfoil. As a consequence it also determines the 

lift force on the airfoil.

There are some peculiar characteristics in lift and drag

The pressure distribution, which produces lift, is related to speed distribution 

(p+U∞
2/2 = constant) which is a function of the relative speed of the airfoil. 

Obviously if the speed is lower the lift decreases.

 

Fig. 2.6 Coef

Concerning drag, a laminar boundary layer starts forming at the nose of the 

airfoil. After a certain distance along the airfoil, the flow inside the layer 

transitions to turbulent flow. At high Reynolds numbers, this transition is quick 

and the turbulent flow inside the layer is able to effectively overcome the adverse 
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quantifies the relative importance of these two types of forces for given flow 

The region of operation of the solar powered aircraft ranges from Re = 500.000 to 

2.000.000. As Reynolds number is proportional to free stream vel

wind speed flows (low free stream speed) correspond to low Reynolds numbers at 

which the airfoils generate lesser lift, and encounter higher drags, bringing down 

To make analyses the flow around the airfoil is divided into two regions: an outer 

region of inviscid flow, and a small flow region near the airfoil where viscous 

effects dominate. The latter contains slow moving air and is known as Boundary 

Layer. The majority of drag experienced by a body in a fluid is created ins

Boundary Layer. The outer inviscid flow is faster moving air and it determines the 

pressure distribution around the airfoil. As a consequence it also determines the 

lift force on the airfoil. 

There are some peculiar characteristics in lift and drag at low Reynolds numbers. 

The pressure distribution, which produces lift, is related to speed distribution 

= constant) which is a function of the relative speed of the airfoil. 

Obviously if the speed is lower the lift decreases. 

 

 

Fig. 2.6 Coefficient of lift variation for different Reynolds number

 

Concerning drag, a laminar boundary layer starts forming at the nose of the 

airfoil. After a certain distance along the airfoil, the flow inside the layer 

transitions to turbulent flow. At high Reynolds numbers, this transition is quick 

low inside the layer is able to effectively overcome the adverse 
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quantifies the relative importance of these two types of forces for given flow 

The region of operation of the solar powered aircraft ranges from Re = 500.000 to 

2.000.000. As Reynolds number is proportional to free stream velocity, the low 

wind speed flows (low free stream speed) correspond to low Reynolds numbers at 

which the airfoils generate lesser lift, and encounter higher drags, bringing down 

two regions: an outer 

region of inviscid flow, and a small flow region near the airfoil where viscous 

effects dominate. The latter contains slow moving air and is known as Boundary 

Layer. The majority of drag experienced by a body in a fluid is created inside the 

Boundary Layer. The outer inviscid flow is faster moving air and it determines the 

pressure distribution around the airfoil. As a consequence it also determines the 

at low Reynolds numbers.  

The pressure distribution, which produces lift, is related to speed distribution 

= constant) which is a function of the relative speed of the airfoil. 

ficient of lift variation for different Reynolds number 

Concerning drag, a laminar boundary layer starts forming at the nose of the 

airfoil. After a certain distance along the airfoil, the flow inside the layer 

transitions to turbulent flow. At high Reynolds numbers, this transition is quick 

low inside the layer is able to effectively overcome the adverse 
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pressure gradient downstream of the minimum pressure. However, for low 

Reynolds number flows, the boundary layer on the upper surface might still be 

laminar and will not be able to cope with the adverse pressure gradients and 

separates. This is why at low Reynolds number airfoil performance is largely 

down to how the airfoil deals with the onset of separation. Once the flow has 

separated to form a shear layer, at Reynolds number above 50.000 there is a rapid 

transition to turbulent airflow and therefore there is a chance that the flow might 

reattach through entrainment if the adverse pressure gradient is not too high. This 

is called a laminar separation bubble and is depicted in Fig. 2.7. Bubbles can 

“grow” up to 40% of the chord length at low Reynolds number (referred to as 

long bubble) and seriously deteriorates the performance of the airfoils by 

increasing drag and reducing lift and affecting the stalling characteristics of the 

airfoil. Its behavior is also the cause in effect of hysteresis in some airfoils. 

 

 

 

Fig. 2.7 Separation bubble  

 

With decrease in Reynolds number, the non-dimensional lift generated by an 

airfoil reduces while the non-dimensional drag increases. Since aerodynamic 

efficiency is defined in terms of the lift-to-drag ratio, the combined effort reduces 

it drastically.  
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Fig. 2.8 Aerodynamic efficiency for different Reynolds number 

 

It is clear from the figure above that airfoil performances deteriorate rapidly for 

Reynolds number less than 105 where there is normally the presence of a long 

bubble extending 20-30% of the chord and effectively changing the geometry of 

the airfoil and consequently the overall pressure distribution on the airfoil.  

At higher Reynolds number the bubble can be shortened to a few percent of the 

chord length so they act like a trip wire. This effectively does not affect the 

performance as significantly as the larger bubbles. However, at high angle of 

attack these bubbles are prone to burst and form long bubbles and abruptly 

deteriorate the performance. 

Once we reach a Reynolds number of around 200.000, it is then possible to design 

airfoils that have flow which transitions before the adverse pressure gradient and 

so avoid all sort of complication associated with laminar separation bubbles. 

However, if the pressure recovery starts near the leading edge and we have a 

server adverse pressure region it is possible that such bubbles may reoccur in this 

region. Thin airfoils and small nose radius are the airfoils most prone to such 

behavior which is exhibited in Reynolds number up to 2.000.000. 
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3. METHOD 

 

As it is said in Chapter 1 the research process has also included proposing way to 

improve the performances of the aircraft. To do that the followings steps have 

been made:   

 

 

Current 
Airfoil 

Coordinates
2D Model 

Changes

New Airfoil

New Airfoil 
CoordinatesAnalysis 

Identification of 
critical areas 

Improvements

Fig. 3.1 Scheme of the method 
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The first step is the modelling of the current airfoil using the software CATIA, 

which is available in the computer centre of the ETSIA (Escuela Técnica Superior 

de Ingenieros Aeronáuticos). The points, which describe bottom and upper 

surfaces, have been imported from Excel where they are expressed as X and Y 

coordinates (Appendix B.1).  

 

 

 

 

 

                            

 

Fig. 3.2 Importing points from Excel to CATIA 
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Then splines, which connect all points and represent bottom and upper surfaces, 

have been created to complete the model.  

 

 

 

Fig. 3.3 Splines 

 

It was possible to change some feature of that airfoil modifying directly the 2D 

model built in CATIA and obtaining the new coordinates which have been 

exported into Excel first and then into Xfoil. 

These were used to investigate all airfoils aerodynamic characteristics which have 

been compared with each other and with the experimental ones.   

Flow used in the analyses is incompressible and viscous as a consequence of the 

low operating speed and low Reynolds number, whose values ranging from 

500.000 to 2.000.000. From the results obtained it was possible to suggest 

changes to the design to optimize the airfoil for the given conditions. 



 

 

4. CURRENT AIRFOIL

 

4.1 The model  

 

The current airfoil is a variation of the S904 which belongs to the

natural-laminar-flow airfoils and whose main aims are 

insensitive to roughness, and low drag. This kind of airfoils was design for low 

Reynolds number flow and it should exhibit a docile stall.

The upper surface was modified to obtain an arc so as it could be covered by solar 

cells uniformly and now the maximum thickness is 12% of the chord, whose value 

is 666,67 millimetres. 

Original and new airfoils are shown in the pictures below:

 

 

 

 

The profile was chosen in according to the geometrical

the solar aircraft which have been defined during the preliminary design.

In particular it was necessary to take into account the low speed which is unusual 

for conventional aircrafts and determines a strong dependence of the aer

coefficients on Reynolds number as well as speed and altitude. 

 

4. Current Airfoil

4. CURRENT AIRFOIL  

The current airfoil is a variation of the S904 which belongs to the

flow airfoils and whose main aims are maximum lift, relatively 

insensitive to roughness, and low drag. This kind of airfoils was design for low 

Reynolds number flow and it should exhibit a docile stall. 

The upper surface was modified to obtain an arc so as it could be covered by solar 

iformly and now the maximum thickness is 12% of the chord, whose value 

is 666,67 millimetres.  

Original and new airfoils are shown in the pictures below: 

Fig. 4.1 S904 

 

 

Fig.4.2 Current airfoil 

The profile was chosen in according to the geometrical and operating features of 

the solar aircraft which have been defined during the preliminary design.

In particular it was necessary to take into account the low speed which is unusual 

for conventional aircrafts and determines a strong dependence of the aer

coefficients on Reynolds number as well as speed and altitude.  

Current Airfoil 
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The current airfoil is a variation of the S904 which belongs to the family of 

maximum lift, relatively 

insensitive to roughness, and low drag. This kind of airfoils was design for low 

The upper surface was modified to obtain an arc so as it could be covered by solar 

iformly and now the maximum thickness is 12% of the chord, whose value 

 

 

and operating features of 

the solar aircraft which have been defined during the preliminary design. 

In particular it was necessary to take into account the low speed which is unusual 

for conventional aircrafts and determines a strong dependence of the aerodynamic 
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4.2 Computational analysis 

 

The computational analysis was made by Xfoil importing the coordinates of the 

airfoil into the software. 

Six values within the chosen range of Reynolds number have been selected: 

500.000, 600.000, 800.000, 1.000.000, 1.500.000 and 2.000.000.  

The main aerodynamic features obtained during the process were compared and 

plotted for varying Reynolds and angle of attack. 

The graphs are the followings: 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.3 CL = f(α) 
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Fig. 4.4 CD = f(α) 

 

 

Fig. 4.5 CM = f(α)  
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Fig. 4.6 Polar 

 

 

Fig. 4.7 Aerodynamic efficiency 
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The first graph shows a local flattening of lift coefficient curve at angles of attack 

between 6 and 7 degrees. The phenomenon is more evident at lower Reynolds 

numbers and practically inexistent from 1.000.000 onwards. Regarding drag 

coefficient curve, there is an increase of the values at the same angles of attack 

and Reynolds numbers. As a consequence there is a sudden drop of the 

aerodynamic efficiency. 

Although the zero lift angle is not the same, experimental results have shown the 

same trend but at lower angle of attack and consequently at lower values of the lift 

coefficient (Fig. 4.22). This could either be explained by a crude set up or wall 

effects in the wind tunnel, as it will be clarified in the next paragraphs, or Xfoil 

over predicting results. The pitching moment coefficient also shows great 

similarity, though for high Reynolds number the experimental results are out of 

sync with all other results. They appear much lower than the computational ones. 

This disparity could be explained by the presence of the separation bubble. 

Figures in the following pages have been plotted  to illustrate what happens in the 

flow around the airfoil and in particular in the boundary layer varying angle of 

attack with the aim of explaining the described events. 

The analyzed values of Reynolds number are 800.000 and 1.000.000. 

At the end it is also shown the coefficient of friction variation with Reynolds 

number in the upper and lower surfaces at 6 degrees angle of attack. 

Coefficient of friction graphs show that in both cases there is a separation of 

boundary layer at leading edge in the upper surface (negative values of the 

coefficient) for angles of attack greater than 6 degrees. On the contrary in the 

lower surface there is a small separation area at about 50% of the chord. 

Displacement thickness presents a local increase at leading edge in the upper 

surface for the same values of alpha. This fact confirms the separation which is 

followed by a reattachment of the flow. The same phenomenon at the middle of 

the chord in the lower surface is almost imperceptible. 
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Fig. 4.8-4.9 Coefficient of friction at Re = 800.000 
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Fig. 4.10-4.11 Displacement thickness at Re = 800.000 
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Fig. 4.12-4.13 Momentum thickness at Re = 800.000 
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Fig. 4.14-4.15 Coefficient of friction at Re = 1.000.000 
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Fig. 4.16-4.17 Displacement thickness at Re = 1.000.000 
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Fig. 4.18-4.19 Momentum thickness at Re = 1.000.000 
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Fig. 4.20-4.21 Coefficient of friction at α = 6° 
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4.3 Wind tunnel test 

 

4.3.1 Data collection procedure 

 

The experiments were realized at the ITER and the dimensions of the tested wing 

are summarized in the table below: 

 

Span [m] 2.000 

Mean chord [m] 0.667 

Gross area [m] 1.334 

Aspect ratio [m] 3 

Tab.4.1 Wing dimensions 

 

The span of the wing is equal to the width of the test section of the wind tunnel, 

whose apparatus is described in Appendix C. As a result the aerodynamic tests 

were treated to be two dimensional and the dimensions in Tab. 4.1 are used in 

calculations of 2D aerodynamic coefficients. 

The wing was tested at 11 angles of attack: 0, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12 

degrees. The wind speeds, excluding the zero one, are shown below: 

 

Motor power setting [%] 5 7.5 10 12.5 15 20 25 

Approx. wind speed [m/s] 9.2 14.7 20.6 26.2 31.4 41.1 47.4 

Approx. Re number [10
3
] 400 640 900 1200 1400 1800 2100 

Tab. 4.2 Motor power settings and wind speeds used in the tests 

 

However, in later wind tunnel test it has been decided not to carry out the tests at 

25% of motor power. This speed is outside the aircraft’s flight envelope and 

omitting it decreased the duration of the data collection. 

The software used for capturing the data outputs one file for each wind speed and 

model configuration. As a result multiple data files are produced for each wind 

tunnel test run. 
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In these first tests the angle of attack was changed directly from the test section. 

The entire procedure is described below: 

1) Set the angle of attack of the wing; 

2) Take the reading of the load cells output when the wind velocity is zero; 

3) Start the wind tunnel; 

4) Set the motor power; 

5) Wait for the wind velocity to stabilise and collect the data; 

6) Repeat the points 3 and 4 for different motor power settings; 

7) Stop the wind tunnel; 

8) Repeat the procedure from point 1 until all the angles have been tested. 

 

4.3.2 Analysis 

 

Experimental results were compared with the computational ones and the graphs 

are the followings: 

 

 

Fig. 4.22 CL = f(α) - Experimental and computational results 
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Fig. 4.23 CM = f(α) - Experimental and computational results 

 

 
Fig. 4.24 Polar - Experimental and computational results 
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Fig. 4.25 Aerodynamic efficiency - Experimental and computational results 
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sides of the wing and the test section wall. This would influence the drag 

measurements, especially with oscillations in yaw. To avoid it, the wing was 

made slightly shorter (1.90 m). Consequently, the area of the wing is smaller, 

which could affect the calculation of CL. However, this would cause a percentage 

error in the CL calculation constant for all the angles of attack in the lift curve 

linearity region. Consequently, the difference between the measured and Xfoil lift 

coefficient would increase with the increase of the angle attack, which is not 

observed in this case. This shows that shortening of the wing is not a cause of this 

phenomenon. 

Another source of an error can be vertical air flow over the sides of the wing 

altering the pressure distribution over the tips. However, since the gap between 

each side of the wing and the test section is at most 5% of the total span, the 

influence of the vertical flow was assumed to be negligible. The oscillations that 

occurred for high Reynolds number and high angle of attack were assumed to 

have little significance. 

Experimental results confirm the behaviour of the airfoil at 6 degrees angle of 

attack. For 400000 Re the slope of the lift curve decreases while for 2000000 Re 

number the curve has the same gradient though it is shifted down by about 0.1. 

This suggests that there is a separation bubble on the upper surface close to the 

leading edge of the wing. For lower Reynolds the point of flow reattachment 

moves after with an increase of the angle of attack. This causes the pressure to 

increase over the separation region which results in lift force reduction. For high 

angle of attack, the reattachment point is independent of the angle of attack 

causing only a discontinuity in the lift curve. 

This observation suggests that the boundary layer over the top surface of the wing 

is turbulent. If the boundary layer in the front part of the upper surface was 

laminar, the separation bubble should disappear at higher Re as the transition 

would happen earlier. Turbulent flow causes the penetration of energy from the 

main flow to be more efficient, which results in energization of the boundary layer 

and consequently reattachment of the flow. However, this does not happen in this 

case. 
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The results for the pitching moment coefficient shown in Fig. 4.23 exhibit a very 

good agreement of experimental and theoretical data between 400000 and 800000 

Re (average error of about 7.5%). However, for higher Re numbers the 

experimental pitching moment coefficient rapidly decreases which is a 

contradiction to the Reynolds independent results from Xfoil. 

The possible explanation is flow separation in the middle of the chord on the 

lower surface at low Reynolds numbers. The pressure on the lower part of the 

trailing edge is decreased due to flow detachment and it is causing an increase in 

the pitching moment of the airfoil. With the increase of the Reynolds number, the 

boundary layer transition point moves upstream causing the boundary layer to be 

more resistant to flow separation. As a result there is no separation and the 

pressure becomes elevated. Consequently the airfoil tends to pitch down which 

results in a decreased pitching moment. 

This hypothesis was confirmed by the results from Xfoil (Fig. 4.21) as they show 

negative Cf for the lower surface of the airfoil at low Reynolds numbers. 

It is interesting to note from the polar plot (Fig. 4.24) that the Xfoil curves are 

shifted up due to the reasons explained before and that the Xfoil values for CD are 

significantly lower than the experimental ones. The latter can be explained by 

analysing the drag. 

The CD error between the experimental and Xfoil values is on average 25% with a 

standard deviation of 13%. There can be several reasons for that which include the 

roughness of the wing’s skin, interferences in the test section or vibration. 

However, it is important to note that the error values are consistently lower for 

angles of attack below 9 degrees. This is probably because trailing edge 

separation forms increasing the drag. 

 

4.3.3 Improvements 

 

After the initial tests on the baseline aerofoil, it has been observed that the data 

collection procedure is very time consuming. This is mainly due to the need to 

stop the wind tunnel as the angle of attack could be changed only from the inside 

of the test section. 
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A very simple crank mechanism was designed which allowed to change the angle 

of attack manually from below the test section. This allowed adjusting the angle 

of attack even when the wind tunnel was running. 

A standard wind turbine vane was incorporated to the design, which was 

connected to the amplifier and the analogue-to-digital converted. It acted as an 

inclinometer and allowed to digitalise the angle of attack measurement. The 

system was calibrated against a reliable digital inclinometer and shown a gradient 

of -0,01528°/voltage unit. 

The equipment needed to change the angle of attack and digitalise the readings 

was mounted to the floating part of the wind tunnel balance in order to avoid error 

in the aerodynamic forces measurements. The improvements allowed to halve the 

time needed to run a complete wind tunnel test and significantly improved the 

accuracy of angle of attack measurement previously done by visual inspection 

which is prone to human error. 

The new data collection procedure is: 

1) Set the angle of attack to zero using a digital inclinometer; 

2) Take the reading of the load cells output when the wind velocity is zero; 

3) Start the wind tunnel; 

4) Set the motor power; 

5) Wait for the wind velocity to stabilise; 

6) Collect the data; 

7) Change the angle of attack; 

8) Repeat steps 5 and 6 until all the angles have been tested. 

 

4.3.4 Surface flow visualisation 

 

Surface flow visualisation can be divided into experimental and computational 

ones. Although the latter is currently an object of very intense research and offer 

both qualitative and quantitative results, the experimental ones will be only 

considered. 

Experimental surface flow visualisation is a relatively inexpensive, simple and 

reliable technique used by aerodynamicist to gain qualitative insight into the 
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nature of the flow around an object. Among others, the simplest one is probably 

the use of tufts attached to the model showing the flow separation and 

reattachment locations. Another important technique is oil visualisation, which 

uses oil and a contrasting dye to observe the way the flow carries the mixture 

downstream (Surface Oil Flow). The latter technique will be used for the reasons 

explained below. 

Surface oil film method uses oil and a dye to visualise flow pattern on the surface 

of the model placed in a wind tunnel. These include surface streamlines, flow 

transition, separation and reattachment lines, shock wave relative strength and 

position [8]. Depending on the contrast necessary to observe the patterns, different 

dyes are used. The most popular are Al2O3, TiO2, talk powder, colouring 

pigments, graphite [17]. Fluorescent dyes subject to appropriate wavelength of light 

offer the best contrast and hence are commonly used for flow visualisation 

photography. The oil acts as a medium to transport the dye downstream without it 

being removed by the flow. Motor oils are most commonly used due to the 

versatility of their viscosity. However, in order to observe a stable pattern the 

wind tunnel usually needs to be run for several hours. Natural oils can also be 

used. The mixture is applied either as dots upstream of sections of interest or a 

thin film covering the model. It usually requires some experience to know the 

mixture’s appropriate ratio and oil placement location but it can be easily acquired 

using a trial-and-error method. 

To minimise the cost of the visualisation, a mixture of sunflower oil and talc was 

used which are readily available in any supermarket. Other benefits include the 

biodegradable nature of the mixture, lack of odour and the ease of cleaning the 

wind tunnel after the tests. Using a trail-and-error method an appropriate mixture 

ratio was obtained and which was later applied to the wing.  

The results are shown in the following pictures (Fig. 4.26-28), which were taken 

during the test. 
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Fig. 4.26 Separation bubble on the upper surface of the current airfoil  

at 4° angle of attack. Flow from right to left.  

 

   

Fig. 4.27 Flow detachment at the end of the lower surface of the current airfoil  

at 4° angle of attack. Flow from left to right.  

 

 Fig. 4.28 View of the upper surface of the current airfoil at 4°angle of attack. 

Flow from right to left. 
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The first one clearly shows the leading edge separation bubble which is a direct 

confirmation of the theoretical results given by Xfoil (Fig. 4.20). The distinct 

white line just behind the leading edge is formed by oil and talc accumulating at 

the separation point as the mixture is unable to penetrate the bubble. The black 

strip is where the flow is separated and the transition to turbulent boundary layer 

occurs. Downstream of it the oil pattern shows the flow streamlines which means 

that the flow has reattached. 

Fig. 4.27 shows the downstream part of the lower surface of the airfoil. Flow 

separation can be seen just left to the wavy patch of oil as the oil remains 

undisturbed there. The straight lines of oil that look like streamlines are in fact 

brush patterns produced when the wing was covered with oil. This observation 

confirms the results obtained by Xfoil (Fig. 4.21) and can serve as a possible 

explanation of the phenomenon seen in Fig. 4.23. 

The third picture again shows the separation bubble at the leading edge and the 

turbulent boundary layer formed downstream of it. The distinct oil patterns show 

vigorous mixing of air and elevated vorticity.  

 

4.3.5 Conclusion 

 

In general, the experimental data presented in the previous paragraphs are reliable 

and show good agreement with the analytical analysis done using Xfoil and the 

surface flow visualisation. This confirms the accuracy of all the steps necessary 

for obtaining the final results. These include an accurate manufacturing of the 

balance, an use of appropriate calibration methods and experimental procedure 

and the accuracy of the wing model itself. 

 

4.4 Hysteresis check 

 

Since after the first wind tunnel test the wind was painted, this could have 

changed the skin roughness and hence affect the results.  

Furthermore additional equipment was added to the force balance which could 

also influence the readings.  
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Due to these reasons the wind tunnel testing method needs to be checked for 

hysteresis. Otherwise, the results from airfoil modifications cannot be reliably 

compared to the current results. 

 

4.4.1 Analysis 

 

In order to see if there was any hysteresis between the results the wing was tested 

again using only one wind tunnel speed to achieve 500000 Re and all the previous 

angles of attack. The outcome is shown in Fig. 4.29 - 31 and the error analysis is 

presented in Fig. 4.32. 

Fig. 4.29 shows that the lift curves of the airfoil before and after the modifications 

follow the same pattern. For angles of attack lower than 5 degrees the modified 

airfoil provides more lift but for higher angles of attack the lift is smaller. The 

average absolute error is about 4.2% with a standard deviation of 3.9%. 

The drag curves (Fig. 4.30) show a similar behaviour. However, in this case the 

drag of the modified airfoil is always greater. The average absolute error is about 

11.2% with a standard deviation of 6.7%. This is significantly higher than for the 

lift curves due to relatively smaller values of drag. 

 

 

Fig. 4.29 CL = f(α) - Before and after modifications at Re = 500000 
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Fig. 4.30 CD = f(α) - Before and after modifications at Re = 500000 

 

 

Fig. 4.31 CM = f(α) - Before and after modifications at Re = 500000 
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Most importantly, the aerodynamic efficiency was affected mainly due to the 

increase in the drag value. Its value decreased by an average of 7%. Although the 

result that the wing is most efficient at 4 degrees angle of attack was repeated, the 

value decreased from 81 to 70 is a significant performance reduction. 

 

 

Fig. 4.32 Error analysis - Before and after modifications at Re = 500.000 

 

4.4.2 Conclusion 

 

The results for the current airfoil do not show significant hysteresis and as a result 

can be used for further comparison with the data from modified wing tunnel tests. 

It is important to notice that in Fig. 4.29 - 31 the results obtained after the 

modification follow a smoother pattern than before. It is a consequence of 

improved accuracy of the results. The possible cause of it is a more precise 

measurement of the angle of attack which replaced the visual inspection by a fully 

electronic measurement. 
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5. LOWER SURFACE MODIFICATIONS 

 

5.1 The models 

 

As it was said in the previous chapters, the upper surface’s shape of the airfoil has 

been chosen to be easily covered by solar cells. Therefore it was not modified 

during the project.  

Instead effects due to the change of the lower surface are investigated and 

presented in this chapter. 

Indeed the baseline airfoil (coloured in green in Fig. 5.1) have been altered 

increasing the area enclosed by the lower surface. Firstly a sort of flat ending (red 

line in Fig. 5.1) was created from about 40% of the chord up to the trailing edge 

and then an intermediate line (blue in Fig. 5.1) between the previous and the 

original one was added.  

 

   

Fig. 5.1 Lower surface changes in CATIA 

 

As a result there are two new airfoils, whose new coordinates are shown in 

Appendix B.2 and Appendix B.3, which differ from the baseline profile for the 

camber (Fig. 5.2-5.3). 

This kind of change was made to analyze how and how much camber influences 

aerodynamic performances of an airfoil in an incompressible and viscous flow at 

low Reynolds numbers.  
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Fig. 5.2 Flat lower surface airfoil 

 

 

Fig. 5.3 Intermediate camber airfoil 

 

5.2 Computational analysis 

 

Computational analysis shows a local lift coefficient increase, which is more 

evident and starts before for lower Reynolds number, in both airfoils (Fig. 5.4-5). 

The only difference is that in the flat one the phenomenon occurs at lower angles 

of attack. Indeed, when the latter grows, lift coefficient curve’s slope decrease in 

particular for lower Reynolds. Moreover there is a progressive rise of the lift 

coefficient at zero angle of attack for increasing camber.  

The other graphs point out a substantial equality regarding the aerodynamic 

behaviour of the two airfoils.  

However, there is an evident discrepancy in the drag coefficient of the 

intermediate camber airfoil at Re = 2.000.000 (Fig. 5.7), which also involves polar 

and aerodynamic efficient curves (Fig. 5.11-5.13). More specifically there is a 

strong drag reduction which determines a disproportionate efficiency’s increase. 

That is probably connected with the entity of the camber because there is neither 

in the baseline airfoil nor in the intermediate camber one. 

Computational analysis results appear in the following pages.  
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Fig. 5.4-5.5 CL = f(α)  
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Fig. 5.6-5.7 CD = f(α) 
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Fig. 5.8-5.9 CM = f(α) 
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Fig. 5.10-5.11 Polar 
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Fig. 5.12-5.13 Aerodynamic efficiency 
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5.3 Wind tunnel test 

 

5.3.1 Manufacturing 

 

The modifications were made from Styrofoam and a glass fibre laminate 

strengthening and smoothing the surface exposed to the flow. They could be 

easily temporarily mounted by fixing the leading and trailing edge to the wing 

using aluminium tape. The removal did not result in damaging either the 

modification or the wing which meant that the part could be retested. 

The first step was to adapt the coordinate points of the modifications to needs of 

the manufacturing processes. 0.5 millimetres was removed to account for the 

thickness of the skin and the outlines of the modification were printed in real 

scale. 

The printouts were used to cut out ribs from balsa wood which would later be 

used as ways for cutting the desired shapes from blocks of Styrofoam using an in-

house-built hot-wire. The device consisted of a wire lightly strained on a wooden 

support. Its working length was about 2 metres and it was connected to a 9V DC 

power supply. The temperature of the wire was adjusted by trail-and-error and it 

was done by varying the current. After an initial trail on a sample specimen, the 

foam shapes were cut. 

The laminate used as the skin was made from 3 layer of woven glass fibre fabric: 

2 layers of 160 g/m2 which provided the strength and 1 layer of 25 g/m2 which 

provided a smooth finish. 400 g/m2 of epoxy resin was used to bind the layers 

together. The laminates were pressed to the foam shape using moulds that were 

by-products of hot-wire cutting process and heavy objects were placed on top to 

apply pressure. The parts were first cured overnight in room temperature and were 

placed in an oven set to 60°C for one day to finish the curing process. The surface 

exposed to the flow was then painted using the same paint as the main wing to 

produce a similar surface finish and to provide a possibility of surface flow 

visualisations. 
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5.3.2 Analysis 

 

Using the second data collection procedure described in the previous chapter new 

two airfoils have been analysed and the most important results are shown in the 

pictures below: 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.14 - 5.15 CL = f(α) - Experimental results 
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Fig. 5.16 - 5.17 Polar - Experimental results 
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Fig. 5.18 - 5.19 Aerodynamic efficiency - Experimental results 
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Also in this case there is a consistent difference between the experimental and 

Xfoil results. In particular all parameters are decremented if they are compared 

with computational ones. 

The cause is probably the same which is described in the previous chapter (par. 

4.3.2). 

However, it is important to see if the new airfoil shows better performances than 

the current one. To do that the  aerodynamic efficiencies obtained during the tests 

are compared at minimum and maximum Reynolds number: 

 

 

Fig. 5.20 Aerodynamic efficiency for different configurations 
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From the figure it can be also see that the efficiency drops down more slowly at 

the maximum Reynolds in all airfoils but also at low Reynolds in the intermediate 

camber one. In the latter there is also an improvement of the performances at  

lower angle of attack. 

 

5.3.3 Conclusion 

 

Although the modifications made in the lower surface of the current airfoil have 

not shown a general improvement of the performances, it was possible to see how 

and how much the camber influences aerodynamic coefficients. In particular the 

results are better if the lower surface is less flat near the trailing edge. 

However, the intermediate camber airfoil presents small variations of the 

performances with Reynolds number and a more homogeneous trend of the 

aerodynamic efficiency at different lift coefficient values. 
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6. LEADING EDGE MODIFICATION 

 

6.1 The model 

 

In this chapter effects of leading edge modification are investigated. It was 

decided to enlarge its radius of curvature without changing the current airfoil 

camber shape but only extending it to not alter the upper surface too much.  

As in the previous case the original airfoil have been modified using CATIA. This 

time firstly the camber line was designed, secondly it was stretched at the left side 

of the leading edge and lastly a new bigger radius of curvature was created from 

the 15% of the chord. Steps are shown in the pictures below and new coordinates 

are visible in Appendix B.4. 

 

   Fig. 6.1 Camber extrapolation 

 

 

   Fig. 6.2 New leading edge creation    

 

 

 

Fig. 6.3 Enlarged leading edge airfoil 
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6.2 Computational analysis 

 

Also in this case computational analysis was made and the results are presented in 

the following graphs: 

 

 

Fig. 6.4 CL = f(α) 

 

 

Fig. 6.5 CD = f(α) 
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Fig. 6.6 CM = f(α) 

 

 

Fig. 6.7 Polar 
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Fig. 6.8 Aerodynamic efficiency 

 

 

Fig. 6.9 Aerodynamic efficiency compared with original airfoil  

 

In this case the decrease of lift coefficient is almost imperceptible for angles of 

attack around 5 degrees (Fig. 6.4). Instead it is important to observe the shape of 

aerodynamic efficiency whose maximum value is increased by about 3% at lower 

Reynolds number compared with the original airfoil one (Fig. 6.9). Moreover the 

L/D ratio drops more slowly after maximum point.  

Due to time restrictions, there was no time to manufacture the more complicated 

add-on. Further experimental development should take place to confirm the 

theoretical results and also look at optimizing the radius of the leading edge. 
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7. GURNEY FLAPS AND TRAILING EDGE WEDGES 

 

7.1 The configuration 

 

The optimization of the airfoil is limited due to the strict weight restriction.  None 

of the flaps in Fig.7.1 are appropriate for the solar aircraft as their mechanism 

would be an added weight penalty and the energy required to operate then would 

be quite significant.  

 

 

Fig. 7.1 Common trailing edge flaps 

 

However, a simple lift enhancement device called gurney flap can be used. It is a 

flat plate located at the trailing edge more or less perpendicular to the chord line. 

 

 

 

Fig. 7.2 Conventional gurney flap                          

Fig. 7.3 Gurney flap configuration 
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It was first invented in the 1960’s by the racecar diver Dan Gurney and was the 

first automotive racing aerodynamic part to successfully be implemented in 

aircraft engineering. It only came to the attention of the aircraft industry when 

Gurney’s aerodynamicist introduced it to Robert Liebeck of Douglas Aircraft 

Company in the 1970’s and he started conducting wind tunnel tests [13]. Due to the 

nature of its location on the wing it was thought that it was not a viable option due 

to the structural frailty of the trailing edge. However, the results were impressive, 

with a 20% increase in lift on a model of the DC-10 aircraft with practically no 

change in total aircraft drag.  

After this initial testing phase, Douglas Aircraft Corp. looked into patenting the 

device. Although a similar device known as the “Zaparka Flap” had been patented 

in 1935 by Frank Zaparka [27], it had never been tested or publicized to the 

aerospace industry.  

Therefore Douglas Aircraft Corp. came up with trailing edge wedges which 

offered more structural integrity even if they lacked the performance for a same 

size gurney flap. However, a larger trailing edge wedge gave more or less the 

same performance and it was later renamed the “Divergent Trailing Edge” (DTE). 

 

 

 

Fig. 7.4 Trailing edge wedges  
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7.2 Effects on lift and drag 

 

At first it was thought that both gurney flap and wedge created extra lift due to 

effective increase in camber that it produced. With technological developments, 

such as the laser Doppler anemometry measurement[11] and time averaged particle 

image velocimetry[20-21], enabled to visualize the effects more clearly. It is now 

known that these devices determine two counter rotation vortices behind them 

(Fig. 7.5). Indeed the vortices generate extra circulation which is added to the 

circulation of the main wing and thus it creates more lift. In essence it is a 

modification of the trailing edge Kutta condition which creates a finite pressure 

difference between the upper and lower surface of the trailing edge. Equally the 

sharp 90 degree bend increases the velocity of the boundary layer on the upper 

surface thus reducing its thickness and helping to delay trailing edge stall.  

 

 

 

Fig. 7.5 Flow patterns without and with gurney flap as depicted by Liebeck 
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However, lift enhancement devices often comes with a drag penalty so they must 

be optimized to the flight condition as to increase the L/D ratio. The Breguet 

range is proportional to L/D and therefore a higher lift to drag ratio would 

increase the aircraft range significantly. The following paragraph shows 

characteristics which were researched for low speed airfoils. 

 

7.3 Gurney flap features 

 

7.3.1 Size 

 

Liebeck was the first to conduct a study of gurney flaps. His studies were based 

on a Newman airfoil, and it was found that a 1.25% chord length gurney flap gave 

a high lift coefficient and equally reduced the drag at the same time. It was 

concluded that the best performances were obtained for flaps between 1% and 2% 

of the chord. However, more recent studies[26] showed us that at low speed it is 

more complex.  

 

 

Fig. 7.6 CL, CD = f(α) for varying gurney flap size 

 
The graphs were obtained from the experimental measurements of a NACA 0012 

airfoil [12]. It is still shown that the lift coefficient increases with gurney size flaps, 

but the drag coefficient also increases. And there is a significant jump in drag 

between 2% and 3% of the chord as it was predicted by Liebeck. This study also 

showed that the stall and the zero lift angles are reduced. Many other 

measurements, which have focused on different airfoils, have yielded the same 

results[26]. 
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The lift to drag ratio (Fig. 7.7) shows large drop in L/D for low lift coefficient, 

however for higher lift coefficients (above 1.0) the L/D drag is roughly the same 

for all gurney flap lengths, but the lift coefficient for a given lift to drag ratio is 

higher.  

 

 

Fig. 7.7 Aerodynamic efficiency for varying gurney flap size 

 

It has been suggested in many papers[26] that the gurney flaps best L/D ratio is 

determined by the size of the boundary layer and that best results are obtained if 

the flaps are smaller that the thickness of the boundary layer at the trailing 

edge[12]. These results are shown below[3].  

 

 

Fig. 7.8 Lift and drag increase as a function of gurney flap height at Re= 110.000 
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7.3.2 Location 

 

 

Fig. 7.9 CL, CD = f(α) for varying gurney flap location 

 
Much the same can be said about the characteristics of the lift and drag coefficient 

with regards to the location of the gurney flaps. There is an increase in lift and 

drag though this decreased as we moved in from the trailing edge. It can be also 

observed that there is a large increase in drag for s = 4% and 6% of the chord, 

which is due to the fact that these gurney flaps contribute to the thickness of the 

airfoil. It is also shown in the report that there is a wide region of momentum 

deficit for flaps mounted beyond 4% of the chord.  

Once again the aerodynamic efficiency is only beneficial when dealing with high 

lift coefficients. Therefore it can be said that the best gurney flaps performance 

are when they are mounted at the trailing edge.  

 

 

Fig. 7.10 Aerodynamic efficiency for varying gurney flap location 
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7.3.3 Mounting angle 

 

  

Fig. 7.11 CL, CD = f(α) for varying Gurney flap mounting angle 

 
The mounting angle 8 of the gurney flap also has to find a tradeoff with the lift 

and drag coefficient. Indeed, increased mounting angle increases the lift 

coefficient but it also increases the drag coefficient. The polar lift to drag ratio 

shows that at low lift coefficients there is a reduction in the aerodynamic 

efficiency and the 90 degree gurney flap has the lowest ratio. At the higher lift 

coefficients the lift to drag ratio is considerably higher especially for the 45 and 

60 degree Gurney flaps. These results are backed by the ones obtained by Bloy et 

al.[2] and it goes to suggest that inclining the Gurney flap can reduce the zero-lift 

drag drawback. 

 

 

Fig. 7.12 Aerodynamic efficiency for varying gurney flap mounting angle 
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7.3.4 Comparison with trailing edge wedge 

 

Trailing edge wedge measurements conducted by the University of Delph[23] went 

to show that the gurney flaps slightly outperformed the trailing edge wedges. The 

wedge filled the space otherwise taken by the recirculation bubble (Fig. 7.5).  

However, it was noted that the lift to drag ratio increased with the upstream 

wedge length even though the maximum lift coefficient decreased (Fig. 7.13). 

This is due to the fact that the flow on the lower surface is better redirected with a 

longer wedge to reduce base drag.  

 

 

 

 

Fig. 7.13 The effect of wedge upstream length on the (L/D) and lift coefficient  

of DU 93-W-210 
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7.3.5 Further studies and alternatives 

 

Further studies into the device have lead to the invention of many other simple 

high lift devices. Many aquatic creature and birds show small three-dimensional 

serrated geometry that have been the inspiration for saw tooth trailing edge 

wedges or Gurney flap.  Indeed some birds such as the owl use such serrations to 

achieve a silent approach to their prey, but it has also been shown to improve the 

separation and stalling characteristics of the wing. 

Some experiments have also gone to indicate that these sorts of devices actually 

outperform Gurney flaps by also reducing drag[20]. The segmentation of the 

trailing edge into a spanwise discontinuous geometry prevents primary vortex 

shedding from the blunt edge as the streamwise vortices influences the shear layer 

development both upstream and downstream of the trailing edge. Equally the 

corrugated trailing edge shape provides three-dimensional relief of the streamwise 

adverse pressure gradient that would normally cause the turbulent boundary layer 

to separate prematurely. 

Vijgen and al.[25] investigated the planar and non-planar configuration of trailing 

edge devices. Like previous wind tunnel tests, the addition of the plain gurney 

flap increased the lift and nose down pitching moment, and experience additional 

pressure drag. However, it showed that the planar and non-planar saw toothed 

trailing edge reduced the drag at low angles of attack and increases the efficiency. 

The reduced drag is thought to come from the pressure drag component.  

Water flow studies showed that the presence of streamwise vortices immediately 

downstream of the serrated devices. And it thought that these vortices favorably 

affect the boundary layer flow immediately before the trailing edge by inducing 

higher momentum flow.  
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7.4 The model for the solar aircraft 

 

As in the previous cases the current airfoil has been modified in CATIA adding 

trailing edge devices.  

It was decided to realize more than one only model both for gurney flap and for 

wedge to study the effect of size which was mentioned before.  

Then new coordinates, which are shown in Appendix B.5, have been imported to 

Excel as it can be seen in the pictures below: 

 

 

Fig. 7.14 Trailing edge wedges 0.8% height 

 

 

Fig. 7.15 Trailing edge wedges 1% height 
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Fig. 7.16 Trailing edge wedges 1.5% height 

 

 

Fig. 7.17 Gurney flaps 
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7.5 Computational analysis 

 

Although it was not possible to realize trailing edge devices computational 

analysis using Xfoil, an investigation about wedges effects on the airfoil 

performances was conducted considering them as a sort of flap. 

All aerodynamic coefficients behaviour has been analysed but for clarity only 

aerodynamic efficiency for vary wedge dimensions at 500.000 Re is represented 

(Fig. 7.18). 

 

 

Fig. 7.18 Aerodynamic efficiency for different wedges at Re = 500.000 

 

The general trend is an increase of the efficiency maximum value which is shifted 

towards higher lift coefficient values compared to the original airfoil without any 

devices (dashed black line in Fig. 7.18).  
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It can also be seen that this is influenced by the length rather than the height of the 

wedge. In particular the maximum efficiency decreases increasing the length. 

Since in the documents mentioned before is stated the opposite behaviour at 

higher Reynolds number (Fig. 7.13), it was decided to test in the wind tunnel first 

of all two wedges with the same height and different length. 

 

7.6 Wind tunnel test 

 

7.6.1 Manufacturing 

 

- Perpendicular gurney flaps 

All the gurney flaps were made from glass fibre laminate which was bent to shape 

on a mould during curing. They were attached to the lower surface of the trailing 

edge by using a 1 mm thick double-sided tape. The connection between the wing 

and the part was smoothened using aluminium tape. The part could be removed; 

however, the process was time consuming due to the adhesiveness of the double-

sided tape and could result in damaging the flaps. To reuse the flat, the residue 

from the tape needed to be removed which again requires extra effort. 

The first step to prepare the flaps was to soak the fibre glass fabric in resin. Two 

layers of 160g/m2 fabric were used and they were soaked in about 500g/m2 of 

epoxy resin. The main reason for that is the use of a different resin brand which 

was more viscous and did not penetrate the fibres that well. The soaked fibres 

were laid on a wooden mould which was of a right-angled trapezium cross-section 

shape. Since the gurney flaps needed to be perpendicular to the cord line of the 

baseline aerofoil and the bottom surface trailing edge was at 5° to the cord line, 

one of the angles of the mould cross-section was made to be 95°. This was the 

angle defining the shape of the gurney. The pressure needed for curing was 

applied using a vacuum pump designed for making radio-controlled aircraft 

models. The laminate was cured in room temperature for about a day. 

Once the resin hardened, the flap was cut to shape using a scalpel knife while still 

on the mould. Since the tape used to mount the gurney flap to the wing was of 

1mm thickness and 12.7 mm wide (1/2in), the contact side was made to the width 
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of the tape and the flow-perpendicular part was made 1 mm shorter. At the end, 

the edges were sanded to produce a fine finish. 

The 0.8% gurney flap with serrations was manufactured from a regular flap using 

a machine knife. Holes were first drilled in the troughs of the teeth to make sure 

that the knife would not penetrate the laminate too deep and to ease the 

manufacturing process.  

The prepared 0.8% serrated gurney flap can be seen in the figure below: 

 

 

Fig. 7.19 0.8% Serrated gurney flap mounted to the wing 

  

- In-plane gurney flaps 

Also in this case the gurney flaps were made from a fibre glass laminate which 

was formed on a mould. They were attached to the lower surface of the trailing 

edge by using a very thin (thickness approximately 0.1mm) double-sided tape. 

The connection between the wing and the part was smoothened using aluminium 

tape. The part could be easily removed and reattached. 

The composition of the laminate is identical to the one described above. The only 

difference is that it was made into a flat sheet which was later cut to size using a 

scalpel knife. From the definition, an in-plane flap is parallel to the chord line. 

Since the lower surface of the trailing edge is at a 5° angle to the chord line, a 

square wooden beam was cut so that it had an 85° internal angle. The flat laminate 

was ten laid on it and it was taped around with the mould with a thermally 

contracting tape. When air was blown over it, the tape forced the laminate to 

assume the shape of the mould and since the resin used was thermosetting, the 

laminate maintained this shape after it was cooled to room temperature. 

The 2.0% in-plane gurney flap with serrations was manufactured using a scissors. 

Holes were first drilled in the troughs of the teeth to make sure that the scissors 



 

 

would not penetrate the laminate too deep and for the ease of the manufacturing 

process. Since only one flap was made, it was beneficial to cut out the serrations 

first while the part was not mounted to the wing. In order to test the fla

the serrations, tape was used to cover the gaps. Once the flap without serrations 

was tested, the tape could have been removed without dismounting the part from 

the wing. This diminished time spent on preparing the model for testing. 

The flap with serrations can be seen in Fig. 7.20:

 

Fig. 7.20 2.0% In

- Trailing edge wedges

The wedges were made from a glass fibre laminate which was cured into flat 

sheets. They acted as the surface exposed

cut to shape from a sheet of balsa wood to define the triangular cross

the wedge. It was attached to the laminate using a thin double

wedge was then attached to the lower surface of the trai

sided aluminium tape. The tape secured the leading and trailing edge of the 

wedge. This also ensured the connection between the wing and the part to be 

smooth. The part could be easily removed and reattached; however, extra care 

needed to be taken in order not to break the fragile balsa wood.

The composition and the manufacturing of the flat sheets of laminate have already 

been described. The sheets were then cut to size using a scalpel knife. The balsa 

wood planks were also cut usi

section shape (a right
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would not penetrate the laminate too deep and for the ease of the manufacturing 

process. Since only one flap was made, it was beneficial to cut out the serrations 

first while the part was not mounted to the wing. In order to test the fla

the serrations, tape was used to cover the gaps. Once the flap without serrations 

was tested, the tape could have been removed without dismounting the part from 

the wing. This diminished time spent on preparing the model for testing. 

th serrations can be seen in Fig. 7.20: 

Fig. 7.20 2.0% In-plane flap with serrations (view at the TE from above)

 

Trailing edge wedges 

The wedges were made from a glass fibre laminate which was cured into flat 

sheets. They acted as the surface exposed to the flow. A small wooden plank was 

cut to shape from a sheet of balsa wood to define the triangular cross

the wedge. It was attached to the laminate using a thin double-

wedge was then attached to the lower surface of the trailing edge by using a one

sided aluminium tape. The tape secured the leading and trailing edge of the 

wedge. This also ensured the connection between the wing and the part to be 

smooth. The part could be easily removed and reattached; however, extra care 

eded to be taken in order not to break the fragile balsa wood. 

The composition and the manufacturing of the flat sheets of laminate have already 

been described. The sheets were then cut to size using a scalpel knife. The balsa 

wood planks were also cut using a scalpel knife. Their heights and precise cross

section shape (a right-angled trapezium) depended on the geometry of the wedge.
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The composition and the manufacturing of the flat sheets of laminate have already 

been described. The sheets were then cut to size using a scalpel knife. The balsa 
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7.6.2 Analysis 

 

- Perpendicular gurneys and trailing edge wedges 

As it was said before, initially two different kind of wedges were tested: 0,8 - 2% 

and 0,8 - 8,5% of the chord. Then gurney flap with the same height was analyzed 

and finally other two gurney flaps (1% and 0,5% of the chord). 

The tests were conducted at different Reynolds numbers and the results for 

500.000 and 1.000.000 Re are shown in the following figures. The first value can 

be compared with the computational one (Fig. 7.18) and it also corresponds to the 

flight speed at the design point. 

Regarding lift coefficient, though the slope is the same of the original airfoil (red 

line in the figures), in general tests have shown an increase of CL proportional to 

the increment of the angle of attack and more evident at low Reynolds number. 

However, the first trailing edge wedge analysed (0,8 - 2% of the chord) presents 

an opposite trend for values of the angle of attack more than 3 degrees at lower 

Reynolds. This point is shifted towards higher angles increasing speed. 

The previous trend is also confirmed by the polar (Fig. 7.23-7.24) where the drag 

of that device is much greater than in the others at lift coefficient values more than 

0,8. On the contrary at lower lift coefficient values the drag drops down and this 

determines an important increase of the aerodynamic efficiency as it can be seen 

in the Fig. 7.25-7.26. 

The tests have demonstrated that both at low Reynolds and at high ones 

aerodynamic efficiency decreases with the length of the wedge. In particular at 

higher length the performance is worse than in the original airfoil (Fig. 7.25-26). 

However, experimental results disagree with computational ones concerning the 

maximum values of lift to drag ratio which, though they are shifted towards 

higher lift coefficients, are lower if compared with the current airfoil, except for 

the first wedge tested as it was said before. Regarding gurney flaps, their effects 

are better at higher Reynolds and for lower height (Fig. 7.26).    

In conclusion it can be said that at low angles of attack a trailing edge wedge 

characterized by low height and low length improves the performance of the 

airfoil at every speed. However, though at higher angles of attack the airfoil with 
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the smallest gurney flap tested has shown better qualities than the original one, no 

one devices improve the current airfoil at higher Reynolds number. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.7.21-7.22 CL = f(α) - Experimental results for different TE devices 
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Fig. 7.23-7.24 Polar - Experimental results for different TE devices 
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Fig. 7.25-7.26 Aerodynamic efficiency - Experimental results for different TE devices 
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- Perpendicular serrated gurneys  

After these first tests it was decided to analyse serrated gurneys to see if they 

improve more the performances of the current airfoil. 

First of all perpendicular ones have been tested and the results at low Reynolds 

are shown in the pictures below where it is possible to make a comparison with 

the correspondent gurney without serration and with the baseline airfoil. 

 

 

Fig.7.27 CL = f(α) - Experimental results for 0.8% gurney  

 

 

Fig.7.28 CD = f(α) - Experimental results for 0.8% gurney  
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Fig. 7.29 Aerodynamic efficiency - Experimental results for 0.8% gurney 
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The consequence of elevated lifting curve is an increase in the drag coefficient 

(Fig. 7.28). For 400000 Re it increased in relation to the baseline by 0.0185 and 

0.0082 (57% and 18%) for the 0.8% non-serrated and serrated gurney flap 

respectively. For 600000 Re it increased by 0.0180 and 0.0107 (59% and 34%) 

respectively. Results for other Re numbers show that the increase in the drag 

coefficient in relation to the baseline is decreasing for higher Re. 

Although there was a major improvement in the lift coefficient for the 0.8% 

regular gurney flap, in this case the drag is the dominating factor which made the 

modification worse than the baseline in terms of the aerodynamic efficiency (Fig. 

7.29). For both Reynolds the CL/CD was at 66 at CL between 0.85-0.90. This 

means it was 15 lower than for the baseline.  

However, the situation significantly changes when serrations are applied. For 

400000 Re the 0.8% serrated gurney flap achieved an efficiency of 109 at 0.86 CL. 

This is 28 higher than the baseline which translates into 34% improvement. The 

results for 600000 Re are neutral, since the serrated gurney flap’s efficiency curve 

follows the baseline one. It is interesting that the peak aerodynamic efficiency 

shifted to higher CL for non-serrated gurney flaps, while the serrated option 

remained unchanged. 

At the end of this session of tests it can be said that the gurney flaps show to have 

improved lift characteristics of the baseline aerofoil but at a cost of elevated drag. 

As a result, the 0.8% gurney flap has the maximum aerodynamic efficiency below 

the baseline. However, the serrations diminished the drag and as a result a CL/CD 

of 109 has been achieved which is significantly higher than the baseline. This 

leads to the conclusion that research into serrated gurney flaps should be 

continued. Due to the time constraints of this project it could not be done. 

However, it would be useful to check how the teeth angle, their depth and shape 

influence the aerodynamic efficiency. 

 

- In-plane gurneys, serrated and not 

In order to see what effects the in-plane gurney flaps had on the aerodynamic 

properties of the aerofoil, the wing was tested in various wind speeds and angles 

of attack.  
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Since the flaps increased the area of the wing, the lift, drag and pitching moment 

coefficients needed to be divided by 1.02, 1.02 and 1.022 respectively for the 2.0% 

non-serrated in-plane gurney flap and 1.01, 1.01 and 1.012 respectively for the 

serrated version. The crucial findings are presented below: 

 

 

Fig.7.30 CL = f(α) - Experimental results for 2.0% in-plane gurney  

 

 

Fig.7.31 CD = f(α) - Experimental results for 2.0% in-plane gurney  
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Fig.7.32 Aerodynamic efficiency - Experimental results for 2.0% in-plane gurney  

 

 

Fig.7.33 Aerodynamic efficiency improvement -  

Experimental results for 2.0% in-plane gurney  
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Fig. 7.30 shows that the lift coefficient has decreased for both in-plane flaps at 

high angles of attack. However, for lower angles, both are either equally good or 

better than the baseline. It is also interesting to note that also in this case the 

serrated option is superior to the plain one. To summarise, for 400000 Re the CL 

changed in relation to the baseline on average by -0.027 and 0.005 (-2% and 2%) 

for the 2.0% non-serrated and serrated in-plane gurney flap respectively. For 

600000 Re it decreased by 0.069 and 0.035 (6% and 2%) respectively. In general, 

the coefficient of lift has not significantly changed in relation to the baseline. In 

reality, the lift force has been increased but mainly due to the increase in the 

exposed wing area which as a result decreased the CL. 

One of the major improvements to the aerodynamic characteristics of the aerofoil 

is the decrease of drag coefficient at low angles of attack (Fig. 7.31) which is the 

configuration the aerofoil is designed for. Indeed for angles below 4 degrees at 

400000 Re it has decreased in relation to the baseline on average by 0.0053 and 

0.0049 (49% and 45%) for the 2.0% non-serrated and serrated in-plane gurney 

flap respectively. For 600000 Re it decreased by 0.0023 and 0.0018 (24% and 

19%) respectively. This is mainly due to the fact that the flaps are parallel to the 

flow upstream and the drag force vector. As a result the only contribution they 

have to drag at low angles of attack is the skin friction drag, which is offset by the 

increase in the exposed area of the wing. This results in a diminished coefficient 

of drag. The situation changes for higher angles of attack, when the flaps 

contribute to the pressure drag. This has an effect on the average CD values across 

the whole angle of attack domain. In general, for 400000 Re the CD decreased in 

relation to the baseline on average by 0.0052 and 0.0021 (26% and 18%) for the 

2.0% non-serrated and serrated in-plane gurney flap respectively. For 600000 Re 

it decreased by 0.0015 and 0.0010 (10% and 2%) respectively. 

The decrease in the drag coefficient and no significant changes in the lift 

coefficient should have a beneficial impact on the aerodynamic efficiency. This is 

confirmed by Fig. 7.32. The aerodynamic efficiency curves are almost always 

above the baseline (Fig. 7.33), which indicates that the flaps are beneficial not 

only in region of interest. The value achieved is 141 and 140 at 400000 Re for the 

non-serrated (at CL=0.83) and serrated (at CL=0.71) flap respectively. This is an 
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increase of about 60 over the baseline which translates into a 75% increase in 

aerodynamic efficiency. 

 

7.6.3 Conclusion 

 

From all the tested parts, the in-plane gurney flaps gave the most optimistic 

results. Both the 2.0% non-serrated and serrated flap had a CL similar to the 

baseline but offered a substantial reduction in CD.  Consequently, the aerodynamic 

efficiency improved to about 140 for non-serrated and serrated flap.  

It is inconclusive to say that the serrations improve the aerodynamic characteristic 

of the flap due to relatively small differences in the experimental results. 

However, as already said before, the serrations did improve the characteristics of 

the standard gurney flaps. Nevertheless, this conclusion should be taken with 

caution as too few wind tunnel tests have been done to make any firm statements. 

Further research should be done in order to reliably determine the influence of 

serrations on the flaps. 
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8. COMBINATION OF MODIFICATIONS 

 

8.1 The model 

 

After analyzing the effects of trailing edge devices on the current airfoil 

performances, it was decided to investigate what happens if more than one 

modification is applied.  

Because of it was clear from the tests how much the shape of the lower surface 

influences the airfoil behaviour and since the better results have been obtained 

with intermediate camber airfoil, this one was chosen to determine its effects in 

conjunction with the wedge which has showed the major improvement of the 

aerodynamic efficiency (TE Wedge 0.8%-2%). 

 

8.2 Wind tunnel test 

 

8.2.1 Analysis  

 

The most important results of the tests are shown in the figures below: 

  

Fig.8.1 CL = f(α) - Experimental results for 0.8%-2.0% TE Wedge 
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 Fig.8.2 CD = f(α) - Experimental results for 0.8%-2.0% TE Wedge 

 

 

Fig.8.3 Aerodynamic efficiency - Experimental results for 0.8%-2.0% TE Wedge 
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The first figure shows that the combination of the lower surface modification and 

the TE wedge increased the lift coefficient of the aerofoil for all angles of attack 

and Re. However, attaching only the TE wedge diminished the CL in relation to 

the current airfoil apart from angles of attack below 2 degrees. In general, for 

400000 Re the CL changed in relation to the baseline on average by -0.18 and 0.10 

(-16% and 11%) for the standalone 0.8%-2.0% wedge and semicurved 

modification with 0.8%-2.0% wedge respectively. For 600000 Re it changed by    

-0.10 and 0.07 (-7% and 9%) respectively. 

From Fig. 8.2 it can be deduced that the drag for the intermediate camber airfoil 

with wedge configuration has increased across the whole angle of attack domain. 

A similar situation occurred for the standalone wedge; however,  the coefficient of 

drag is lower than the original airfoil for angles of attack lower than 4°.  

As a result of the changes in CL and CD the aerodynamic efficiency of the 

combination of the lower surface modification and the 0.8%-2.0% wedge has not 

changed significantly in relation to the current airfoil. It is marginally higher for 

400000 Re across the whole CL domain and reaches a value of 83 for CL equal to 

0.8. For 600000 Re the efficiency does not improve. 

 

8.2.2 Conclusion 

 

The results from the wedges show that there is room for improvement.  

As it was said in the previous chapter 0.8%-2.0% TE wedge increased the 

aerodynamic efficiency for low CL values but otherwise performed worse while 

the combination of the latter wedge and the lower surface modification resulted in 

a similar distribution of CL/CD to the current airfoil. However, too few wedges 

have been tested to obtain a complete set of data. It would be useful to vary both 

the length and the height to find the optimum solution. 
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9. SUMMARY AND FINAL CONCLUSIONS 

 

The aim of this work was to investigate the behaviour of low Reynolds number 

airfoils and improve their performance in order to achieve certain specifications. 

The research was in particular focused on the improvement of the aerodynamic 

efficiency which will lead towards a lighter and more capable aircraft.  

Since many configurations have been designed, analysed and tested, it is useful to 

summarize all results.   

 

9.1 Wind tunnel results 

 

Over aerodynamic efficiency, which is one of the most important parameters for 

the solar aircraft, it is interesting to note that also power consumption must be 

taken into consideration. Because of the latter is inversely proportional to the ratio 

CL
3/2/CD, in the following figures it will be shown also this feature. 

Tab. 9.1 shows in flight conditions of the aircraft and the corresponding Reynolds 

number, whose value will be used to review all results. 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tab. 9.1 In flight conditions 

 

Altitude of flight [m] 10000 

Speed of flight [m/s] 25 

Density of Air [ρ] 0.44127 

Exterior temperature [K] 223.15 

Coefficient of dynamic viscosity µ [Pa*s] 1.46e-5 

Coefficient of kinematic viscosity υ=µ/ ρ [m2/s] 3.53e-5 

Speed of sound [m/s] 299.46 

Chord [m] 0.66 

Reynolds Number 4.67e5 
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9.2 The best configuration 

 

It is clear from Fig. 9.1-9.2 that the best configuration from the point of view of 

the aerodynamic efficiency and power consumption is represented by the current 

airfoil with in-plane gurney without serration. 

Nevertheless this conclusion should be taken with caution as too few wind tunnel 

tests have been done to make any firm statements. Indeed it was seen that the 

serrations did improve the characteristics of the standard gurney flaps, but due to 

time restrictions, there was no time to manufacture and test other in-plane serrated 

gurney with different angle, depth and shape of the teeth to confirm the trend also 

for this kind of devices.  

Further research should be done in order to reliably determine the influence of 

serrations on the flaps. 

However, the combination of intermediate camber airfoil and TE wedge have also 

shown good results in particular at higher lift coefficient value where the decrease 

of the aerodynamic efficiency occurs more slowly than in the other configurations 

and consequently there will be less power consumption at higher angle of attack 

too. 

 

9.3 Future works 

 

This research has demonstrated that the current airfoil of the solar aircraft could 

surely be improved using simple devices without modifying the upper surface 

which is covered by the solar cells. 

Due to the time constraints it was not possible to determine why certain 

configurations are better than others and how the flow around the airfoil changes 

applying all different modifications. Once this point will be clear, it will be 

possible to focus the attention only on the better solution and try to obtain the best 

performance from it.    
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APPENDIX A: Engine features 

 

Following table show engine features: 

 

Number of poles 12 

KV  [rpm=V] 206 

Maximum efficiency, ηM;max 0,93 

Intensity range [A] in which ηM > 0,89 10-29 

Maximum acceptable intensity [A], during 30 seconds 50 

Internal resistance [m] 84 

Dimensions (diameter_length) [mm
2
] 63_54 

Shaft diameter [mm] 8 

Total weight with cable and ESC [g] 375 

 

Tab. A.1 Engine AXI 5320/34 features 
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APPENDIX B: Airfoil Coordinates 

 

B.1 Current airfoil 

 

X Y X Y X Y 
0 0 27,731832 20,984431 55,065302 31,4614361 

0,08014631 0,74155249 28,398502 21,3042661 55,731972 31,6700668 
0,30738204 1,48310498 29,065172 21,6209267 56,398642 31,8773162 
0,66494683 2,22465747 29,731842 21,9345171 57,065312 32,083193 
1,35593128 3,26642222 30,398512 22,2451359 57,731982 32,2877058 
2,10302923 4,16943671 31,065182 22,5528762 58,398652 32,490863 
2,8696465 4,981562 31,731852 22,8578266 59,065322 32,6926731 
3,63795633 5,72790578 32,398522 23,1600708 59,731992 32,8931445 
4,39848889 6,42364412 33,065192 23,4596886 60,398662 33,0922855 
5,1461123 7,07880593 33,731862 23,7567556 61,065332 33,2901045 
5,87816439 7,70044125 34,398532 24,051344 61,732002 33,4866095 
6,59347304 8,29373681 35,065202 24,3435225 62,398672 33,6818089 
7,2917969 8,8626443 35,731872 24,6333566 63,065342 33,8757107 
7,97348521 9,41025923 36,398542 24,9209087 63,732012 34,0683229 
8,63926064 9,93906171 37,065212 25,2062386 64,398682 34,2596536 
9,2900752 10,4510764 37,731882 25,4894035 65,065352 34,4497108 
9,74900222 10,7013243 38,398552 25,770458 65,732022 34,6385022 
10,1011433 10,9479825 39,065222 26,0494544 67,065362 35,0123193 
10,8022109 11,4311916 39,731892 26,3264429 67,732032 35,1973605 
11,4994267 11,9019041 40,065227 26,4641993 68,398702 35,381167 
12,1932417 12,3611515 40,398562 26,6014716 69,065372 35,5637464 
12,8840408 12,8098281 41,065232 26,7452141 69,732042 35,7451063 
13,5721554 13,2487154 41,731902 26,9849495 70,398712 35,9252543 
14,2578725 13,6785012 42,398572 27,2231085 71,065382 36,1041978 
14,9414426 14,099795 43,065242 27,4597012 71,732052 36,2819442 
15,6230855 14,5131395 43,731912 27,6947373 72,398722 36,4585008 
16,3029951 14,9190211 44,398582 27,9282266 73,065392 36,633875 
16,9813433 15,3178774 45,065252 28,1601789 73,732062 36,808074 
17,6582833 15,7101041 45,731922 28,3906038 74,398732 36,981105 
18,3339518 16,0960601 46,398592 28,6195109 75,065402 37,1529752 
19,0084718 16,4760727 46,731927 28,7333983 75,732072 37,3236917 
19,6819539 16,8504409 47,065262 28,8469098 76,398742 37,4932614 
20,354498 17,219439 47,731932 29,0728098 77,065412 37,6616915 
21,065132 17,5833193 48,398602 29,2972205 77,732082 37,8289889 
21,731802 17,9423146 49,065272 29,5201511 78,398752 37,9951605 
22,398472 18,2966402 49,731942 29,7416109 79,065422 38,160213 
23,065142 18,6464955 50,398612 29,9616092 79,732092 38,3241534 
23,731812 18,9920662 51,065282 30,1801551 80,398762 38,4869884 
24,398482 19,3335248 51,731952 30,3972578 81,065432 38,6487246 
25,065152 19,6710326 52,398622 30,6129262 81,732102 38,8093688 
25,731822 20,0047402 53,065292 30,8271693 82,398772 38,9689275 
26,398492 20,3347889 53,731962 31,0399961 83,065442 39,1274073 
27,065162 20,661311 54,398632 31,2514154 83,732112 39,2848147 
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X Y X Y X Y 

84,398782 39,4411562 113,065592 45,2398156 141,732402 49,5028915 

85,065452 39,5964381 113,732262 45,3549781 142,399072 49,5864628 

85,732122 39,7506669 114,398932 45,4693203 143,065742 49,6693789 

86,398792 39,9038489 115,065602 45,5828468 143,732412 49,7516431 

87,065462 40,0559904 115,732272 45,6955621 144,399082 49,8332585 

87,732132 40,2070975 116,398942 45,8074707 145,065752 49,9142283 

88,398802 40,3571765 117,065612 45,918577 145,732422 49,9945554 

89,065472 40,5062335 117,732282 46,0288853 146,399092 50,074243 

89,732142 40,6542746 118,398952 46,1384002 147,065762 50,1532941 

90,398812 40,8013058 119,065622 46,2471258 147,732432 50,2317118 

91,065482 40,9473332 119,732292 46,3550665 148,399102 50,3094989 

91,732152 41,0923627 120,398962 46,4622266 149,065772 50,3866586 

92,398822 41,2364002 121,065632 46,5686102 149,732442 50,4631936 

93,065492 41,3794516 121,732302 46,6742215 150,399112 50,5391069 

93,732162 41,5215227 122,398972 46,7790648 151,065782 50,6144013 

94,398832 41,6626193 123,065642 46,883144 151,732452 50,6890799 

95,065502 41,8027471 123,732312 46,9864634 152,399122 50,7631453 

95,732172 41,9419119 124,398982 47,089027 153,065792 50,8366003 

96,398842 42,0801192 125,065652 47,1908387 153,732462 50,9094478 

97,065512 42,2173747 125,732322 47,2919026 154,399132 50,9816905 

97,732182 42,353684 126,398992 47,3922226 155,065802 51,0533312 

98,398852 42,4890525 127,065662 47,4918027 155,732472 51,1243725 

99,065522 42,6234858 127,732332 47,5906467 156,399142 51,1948171 

99,732192 42,7569892 128,399002 47,6887584 157,065812 51,2646677 

100,398862 42,8895683 129,065672 47,7861418 157,732482 51,3339269 

101,065532 43,0212283 129,732342 47,8828006 158,399152 51,4025974 

101,732202 43,1519746 130,399012 47,9787386 159,065822 51,4706817 

102,398872 43,2818124 131,065682 48,0739594 159,732492 51,5381824 

103,065542 43,410747 131,732352 48,1684669 160,399162 51,605102 

103,732212 43,5387835 132,399022 48,2622646 161,065832 51,6714431 

104,398882 43,6659272 133,065692 48,3553562 161,732502 51,7372081 

105,065552 43,7921831 133,732362 48,4477453 162,399172 51,8023995 

105,732222 43,9175563 134,399032 48,5394355 163,065842 51,8670198 

106,398892 44,0420518 135,065702 48,6304303 163,732512 51,9310714 

107,065562 44,1656747 135,732372 48,7207332 164,399182 51,9945568 

107,732232 44,2884298 136,399042 48,8103478 165,065852 52,0574782 

108,398902 44,4103222 137,065712 48,8992775 165,732522 52,1198381 

109,065572 44,5313567 137,732382 48,9875256 166,399192 52,1816389 

109,732242 44,651538 138,399052 49,0750957 167,065862 52,2428827 

110,398912 44,7708712 139,065722 49,161991 167,732532 52,303572 

111,065582 44,8893608 139,732392 49,248215 168,399202 52,363709 

111,732252 45,0070116 140,399062 49,3337709 169,065872 52,423296 

112,398922 45,1238283 141,065732 49,418662 169,732542 52,4823352 
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X Y X Y X Y 

170,399212 52,5408288 199,066022 54,5683642 227,732832 55,7310063 

171,065882 52,5987791 199,732692 54,6047693 228,399502 55,7486135 

171,732552 52,6561882 200,399362 54,6407103 229,066172 55,7658085 

172,399222 52,7130582 201,066032 54,6761884 229,732842 55,7825923 

173,065892 52,7693914 201,732702 54,7112053 230,399512 55,7989659 

173,732562 52,8251898 202,399372 54,7457623 231,066182 55,8149303 

174,399232 52,8804555 203,066042 54,7798608 231,732852 55,8304865 

175,065902 52,9351907 203,732712 54,8135022 232,399522 55,8456353 

175,732572 52,9893973 204,399382 54,8466879 233,066192 55,8603778 

176,399242 53,0430774 205,066052 54,8794193 233,732862 55,874715 

177,065912 53,0962331 205,732722 54,9116977 234,399532 55,8886477 

177,732582 53,1488663 206,399392 54,9435245 235,066202 55,9021768 

178,399252 53,2009791 207,066062 54,974901 235,732872 55,9153035 

179,065922 53,2525734 207,732732 55,0058286 236,399542 55,9280284 

179,732592 53,3036511 208,399402 55,0363086 237,066212 55,9403526 

180,399262 53,3542142 209,066072 55,0663422 237,732882 55,952277 

181,065932 53,4042646 209,732742 55,0959308 238,399552 55,9638024 

181,732602 53,4538042 210,399412 55,1250755 239,066222 55,9749297 

182,399272 53,5028349 211,066082 55,1537778 239,732892 55,9856599 

183,065942 53,5513586 211,732752 55,1820389 240,399562 55,9959938 

183,732612 53,599377 212,399422 55,2098599 241,066232 56,0059323 

184,399282 53,6468921 213,066092 55,2372422 241,732902 56,0154763 

185,065952 53,6939056 213,732762 55,2641869 242,399572 56,0246265 

185,732622 53,7404193 214,399432 55,2906953 243,066242 56,033384 

186,399292 53,786435 215,066102 55,3167685 243,732912 56,0417494 

187,065962 53,8319545 215,732772 55,3424078 244,399582 56,0497237 

187,732632 53,8769795 216,399442 55,3676143 245,066252 56,0573077 

188,399302 53,9215118 217,066112 55,3923893 245,732922 56,0645022 

189,065972 53,965553 217,732782 55,4167337 246,399592 56,0713081 

189,732642 54,0091048 218,399452 55,4406489 247,066262 56,0777261 

190,399312 54,052169 219,066122 55,464136 247,732932 56,0837572 

191,065982 54,0947472 219,732792 55,487196 248,399602 56,089402 

191,732652 54,1368411 220,399462 55,5098301 249,066272 56,0946614 

192,399322 54,1784522 221,066132 55,5320394 249,732942 56,0995362 

193,065992 54,2195823 221,732802 55,553825 250,399612 56,1040272 

193,732662 54,2602329 222,399472 55,575188 251,066282 56,1081352 

194,399332 54,3004056 223,066142 55,5961295 251,732952 56,1118609 

195,066002 54,3401019 223,732812 55,6166506 252,399622 56,1152051 

195,732672 54,3793236 224,399482 55,6367522 253,066292 56,1181687 

196,399342 54,418072 225,066152 55,6564356 253,732962 56,1207523 

197,066012 54,4563488 225,732822 55,6757016 254,399632 56,1229568 

197,732682 54,4941554 226,399492 55,6945514 255,066302 56,1247829 

198,399352 54,5314933 227,066162 55,712986 255,732972 56,1262313 
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X Y X Y X Y 

256,399642 56,1273029 285,066452 55,8268935 313,733262 54,8843499 

257,066312 56,1279983 285,733122 55,8120719 314,399932 54,8551868 

257,732982 56,1283183 286,399792 55,796904 315,066602 54,8257036 

258,399652 56,1282636 287,066462 55,7813902 315,733272 54,7959008 

259,066322 56,127835 287,733132 55,7655313 316,399942 54,7657792 

259,732992 56,1270331 288,399802 55,7493278 317,066612 54,7353392 

260,399662 56,1258588 289,066472 55,7327803 317,733282 54,7045815 

261,066332 56,1243128 289,733142 55,7158895 318,399952 54,6735068 

261,733002 56,1223957 290,399812 55,698656 319,066622 54,6421155 

262,399672 56,1201083 291,066482 55,6810805 319,733292 54,6104084 

263,066342 56,1174513 291,733152 55,6631635 320,399962 54,578386 

263,733012 56,1144253 292,399822 55,6449056 321,066632 54,546049 

264,399682 56,1110312 293,066492 55,6263075 321,733302 54,5133979 

265,066352 56,1072696 293,733162 55,6073698 322,399972 54,4804334 

265,733022 56,1031412 294,399832 55,5880931 323,066642 54,4471561 

266,399692 56,0986467 295,066502 55,568478 323,733312 54,4135665 

267,066362 56,0937867 295,733172 55,5485252 324,399982 54,3796654 

267,733032 56,0885621 296,399842 55,5282352 325,066652 54,3454533 

268,399702 56,0829734 297,066512 55,5076086 325,733322 54,3109308 

269,066372 56,0770213 297,733182 55,4866462 326,399992 54,2760986 

269,733042 56,0707066 298,399852 55,4653484 327,066662 54,2409572 

270,399712 56,0640298 299,066522 55,4437159 327,733332 54,2055073 

271,066382 56,0569917 299,733192 55,4217492 328,400002 54,1697495 

271,733052 56,049593 300,399862 55,3994491 329,066672 54,1336843 

272,399722 56,0418343 301,066532 55,3768162 329,733342 54,0973125 

273,066392 56,0337163 301,733202 55,3538509 330,400012 54,0606347 

273,733062 56,0252396 302,399872 55,330554 331,066682 54,0236514 

274,399732 56,0164049 303,066542 55,306926 331,733352 53,9863632 

275,066402 56,0072129 303,733212 55,2829676 332,400022 53,9487709 

275,733072 55,9976642 304,399882 55,2586793 333,066692 53,9108749 

276,399742 55,9877594 305,066552 55,2340618 333,733362 53,872676 

277,066412 55,9774993 305,733222 55,2091157 334,400032 53,8341747 

277,733082 55,9668845 306,399892 55,1838415 335,066702 53,7953718 

278,399752 55,9559156 307,066562 55,1582399 335,733372 53,7562677 

279,066422 55,9445932 307,733232 55,1323116 336,400042 53,7168631 

279,733092 55,9329181 308,399902 55,106057 337,066712 53,6771586 

280,399762 55,9208908 309,066572 55,0794768 337,733382 53,6371549 

281,066432 55,9085121 309,733242 55,0525716 338,400052 53,5968526 

281,733102 55,8957824 310,399912 55,0253421 339,066722 53,5562523 

282,399772 55,8827025 311,066582 54,9977888 339,733392 53,5153546 

283,066442 55,8692731 311,733252 54,9699123 340,400062 53,4741602 

283,733112 55,8554947 312,399922 54,9417132 341,066732 53,4326696 

284,399782 55,8413679 313,066592 54,9131922 341,733402 53,3908836 
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342,400072 53,3488027 371,066882 51,2693542 399,733692 48,6962785 

343,066742 53,3064275 371,733552 51,2149265 400,400362 48,6309654 

343,733412 53,2637588 372,400222 51,1602325 401,067032 48,5654125 

344,400082 53,220797 373,066892 51,1052728 401,733702 48,4996203 

345,066752 53,177543 373,733562 51,0500482 402,400372 48,4335894 

345,733422 53,1339972 374,400232 50,9945591 403,067042 48,3673205 

346,400092 53,0901603 375,066902 50,9388064 403,733712 48,3008141 

347,066762 53,0460329 375,733572 50,8827906 404,400382 48,2340707 

347,733432 53,0016157 376,400242 50,8265122 405,067052 48,1670909 

348,400102 52,9569093 377,066912 50,7699721 405,733722 48,0998753 

349,066772 52,9119144 377,733582 50,7131708 406,400392 48,0324244 

349,733442 52,8666315 378,400252 50,6561089 407,067062 47,9647388 

350,400112 52,8210613 379,066922 50,598787 407,733732 47,8968191 

351,066782 52,7752044 379,733592 50,5412059 408,400402 47,8286657 

351,733452 52,7290615 380,400262 50,4833661 409,067072 47,7602793 

352,400122 52,6826333 381,066932 50,4252682 409,733742 47,6916603 

353,066792 52,6359202 381,733602 50,3669129 410,400412 47,6228094 

353,733462 52,588923 382,400272 50,3083008 411,067082 47,553727 

354,400132 52,5416424 383,066942 50,2494326 411,733752 47,4844138 

355,066802 52,4940788 383,733612 50,1903088 412,400422 47,4148701 

355,733472 52,4462331 384,400282 50,1309301 413,067092 47,3450965 

356,400142 52,3981057 385,066952 50,0712971 413,733762 47,2750937 

357,066812 52,3496975 385,733622 50,0114105 414,400432 47,2048619 

357,733482 52,3010089 386,400292 49,9512707 415,067102 47,1344019 

358,400152 52,2520406 387,066962 49,8908786 415,733772 47,0637141 

359,066822 52,2027933 387,733632 49,8302346 416,400442 46,992799 

359,733492 52,1532676 388,400302 49,7693395 417,067112 46,9216571 

360,400162 52,1034641 389,066972 49,7081938 417,733782 46,8502888 

361,066832 52,0533835 389,733642 49,6467981 418,400452 46,7786948 

361,733502 52,0030265 390,400312 49,585153 419,067122 46,7068755 

362,400172 51,9523935 391,066982 49,5232592 419,733792 46,6348313 

363,066842 51,9014854 391,733652 49,4611172 420,400462 46,5625628 

363,733512 51,8503027 392,400322 49,3987278 421,067132 46,4900703 

364,400182 51,7988461 393,066992 49,3360914 421,733802 46,4173545 

365,066852 51,7471162 393,733662 49,2732087 422,400472 46,3444157 

365,733522 51,6951136 394,400332 49,2100802 423,067142 46,2712544 

366,400192 51,6428391 395,067002 49,1467067 423,733812 46,1978711 

367,066862 51,5902931 395,733672 49,0830886 424,400482 46,1242662 

367,733532 51,5374764 396,400342 49,0192266 425,067152 46,0504402 

368,400202 51,4843896 397,067012 48,9551213 425,733822 45,9763934 

369,066872 51,4310333 397,733682 48,8907733 426,400492 45,9021264 

369,733542 51,3774083 398,400352 48,826183 427,067162 45,8276395 

370,400212 51,323515 399,067022 48,7613513 427,733832 45,7529333 
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428,400502 45,678008 457,067312 42,253906 485,734122 38,4428267 

429,067172 45,6028641 457,733982 42,1696553 486,400792 38,3495464 

429,733842 45,5275021 458,400652 42,0851971 487,067462 38,2560495 

430,400512 45,4519223 459,067322 42,0005313 487,734132 38,1623354 

431,067182 45,376125 459,733992 41,9156579 488,400802 38,0684035 

431,733852 45,3001108 460,400662 41,8305771 489,067472 37,9742534 

432,400522 45,22388 461,067332 41,7452887 489,734142 37,8798844 

433,067192 45,1474329 461,734002 41,6597929 490,400812 37,785296 

433,733862 45,0707699 462,400672 41,5740896 491,067482 37,6904874 

434,400532 44,9938915 463,067342 41,4881788 491,734152 37,5954582 

435,067202 44,9167979 463,734012 41,4020604 492,400822 37,5002077 

435,733872 44,8394894 464,400682 41,3157345 493,067492 37,4047352 

436,400542 44,7619665 465,067352 41,2292009 493,734162 37,3090399 

437,067212 44,6842295 465,734022 41,1424597 494,400832 37,2131214 

437,733882 44,6062787 466,400692 41,0555107 495,067502 37,1169787 

438,400552 44,5281144 467,067362 40,9683539 495,734172 37,0206112 

439,067222 44,4497369 467,734032 40,8809891 496,400842 36,9240181 

439,733892 44,3711466 468,400702 40,7934163 497,067512 36,8271987 

440,400562 44,2923437 469,067372 40,7056353 497,734182 36,7301521 

441,067232 44,2133286 469,734042 40,617646 498,400852 36,6328777 

441,733902 44,1341015 470,400712 40,5294483 499,067522 36,5353744 

442,400572 44,0546627 471,067382 40,4410419 499,734192 36,4376415 

443,067242 43,9750124 471,734052 40,3524268 500,400862 36,3396782 

443,733912 43,895151 472,400722 40,2636026 501,067532 36,2414835 

444,400582 43,8150787 473,067392 40,1745693 501,734202 36,1430565 

445,067252 43,7347957 473,734062 40,0853267 502,400872 36,0443964 

445,733922 43,6543023 474,400732 39,9958744 503,067542 35,9455021 

446,400592 43,5735986 475,067402 39,9062122 503,734212 35,8463727 

447,067262 43,492685 475,734072 39,8163399 504,400882 35,7470072 

447,733932 43,4115616 476,400742 39,7262573 505,067552 35,6474046 

448,400602 43,3302287 477,067412 39,635964 505,734222 35,5475639 

449,067272 43,2486863 477,734082 39,5454597 506,400892 35,4474841 

449,733942 43,1669348 478,400752 39,4547442 507,067562 35,347164 

450,400612 43,0849743 479,067422 39,3638171 507,734232 35,2466027 

451,067282 43,002805 479,734092 39,2726781 508,400902 35,1457988 

451,733952 42,9204269 480,400762 39,1813268 509,067572 35,0447515 

452,400622 42,8378403 481,067432 39,0897628 509,734242 34,9434594 

453,067292 42,7550454 481,734102 38,9979858 510,400912 34,8419215 

453,733962 42,6720421 482,400772 38,9059954 511,067582 34,7401364 

454,400632 42,5888308 483,067442 38,8137911 511,734252 34,6381031 

455,067302 42,5054114 483,734112 38,7213726 512,400922 34,5358202 

455,733972 42,421784 484,400782 38,6287393 513,067592 34,4332865 

456,400642 42,3379489 485,067452 38,5358908 513,734262 34,3305008 
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514,400932 34,2274616 543,067742 29,534472 571,734552 24,2104087 

515,067602 34,1241677 543,734412 29,4186073 572,401222 24,0772327 

515,734272 34,0206177 544,401082 29,3024036 573,067892 23,9435759 

516,400942 33,9168103 545,067752 29,1858584 573,734562 23,8094343 

517,067612 33,812744 545,734422 29,068969 574,401232 23,6748036 

517,734282 33,7084173 546,401092 28,9517328 575,067902 23,5396798 

518,400952 33,603829 547,067762 28,8341473 575,734572 23,4040585 

519,067622 33,4989774 547,734432 28,7162096 576,401242 23,2679354 

519,734292 33,3938611 548,401102 28,597917 577,067912 23,1313062 

520,400962 33,2884786 549,067772 28,4792669 577,734582 22,9941666 

521,067632 33,1828282 549,734442 28,3602564 578,401252 22,8565119 

521,734302 33,0769085 550,401112 28,2408826 579,067922 22,7183379 

522,400972 32,9707179 551,067782 28,1211428 579,734592 22,57964 

523,067642 32,8642546 551,734452 28,001034 580,401262 22,4404136 

523,734312 32,7575172 552,401122 27,8805533 581,067932 22,3006541 

524,400982 32,6505038 553,067792 27,7596977 581,734602 22,1603569 

525,067652 32,5432128 553,734462 27,6384643 582,401272 22,0195172 

525,734322 32,4356425 554,401132 27,51685 583,067942 21,8781305 

526,400992 32,3277911 555,067802 27,3948518 583,734612 21,7361918 

527,067662 32,2196569 555,734472 27,2724665 584,401282 21,5936963 

527,734332 32,111238 556,401142 27,1496911 585,067952 21,4506393 

528,401002 32,0025326 557,067812 27,0265222 585,734622 21,3070157 

529,067672 31,8935388 557,734482 26,9029569 586,401292 21,1628205 

529,734342 31,7842548 558,401152 26,7789917 587,067962 21,0180489 

530,401012 31,6746786 559,067822 26,6546235 587,734632 20,8726957 

531,067682 31,5648084 559,734492 26,5298488 588,401302 20,7267559 

531,734352 31,4546421 560,401162 26,4046644 589,067972 20,5802242 

532,401022 31,3441777 561,067832 26,2790669 589,734642 20,4330956 

533,067692 31,2334133 561,734502 26,1530528 590,401312 20,2853647 

533,734362 31,1223467 562,401172 26,0266187 591,067982 20,1370262 

534,401032 31,0109759 563,067842 25,8997611 591,734652 19,9880749 

535,067702 30,8992987 563,734512 25,7724764 592,401322 19,8385053 

535,734372 30,7873131 564,401182 25,6447611 593,067992 19,688312 

536,401042 30,6750169 565,067852 25,5166115 593,734662 19,5374895 

537,067712 30,5624079 565,734522 25,388024 594,401332 19,3860323 

537,734382 30,4494838 566,401192 25,2589949 595,068002 19,2339348 

538,401052 30,3362424 567,067862 25,1295205 595,734672 19,0811914 

539,067722 30,2226813 567,734532 24,999597 596,401342 18,9277964 

539,734392 30,1087984 568,401202 24,8692206 597,068012 18,773744 

540,401062 29,9945913 569,067872 24,7383874 597,734682 18,6190286 

541,067732 29,8800575 569,734542 24,6070936 598,401352 18,4636442 

541,734402 29,7651946 570,401212 24,4753352 599,068022 18,3075849 

542,401072 29,6500003 571,067882 24,3431082 599,734692 18,150845 
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600,401362 17,9934182 631,304183 10,4807352 662,207004 1,09196192 

601,120032 17,8352987 632,022853 10,2863426 662,925675 0,8453649 

601,838703 17,6764803 632,741524 10,0909366 663,644345 0,59732138 

602,557373 17,516957 633,460194 9,89450856 664,363015 0,34781968 

603,276043 17,3567224 634,178864 9,6970498 665,081685 0,09684805 

603,994713 17,1957704 634,897534 9,49855154 665,800356 -0,15560533 

604,713384 17,0340946 635,616205 9,29900495 666,519026 -0,40955238 

605,432054 16,8716888 636,334875 9,09840114 666,67 -0,66500508 

606,150724 16,7085465 637,053545 8,89673114 666,67 -1,19159272 

606,869394 16,5446613 637,772216 8,69398593 666,519026 -1,06745355 

607,588065 16,3800266 638,490886 8,49015643 665,800356 -0,94456852 

608,306735 16,2146358 639,209556 8,28523346 665,081685 -0,8229298 

609,025405 16,0484825 639,928226 8,07920781 664,363015 -0,70252961 

609,744075 15,8815598 640,646897 7,87207019 663,644345 -0,58336021 

610,462746 15,7138611 641,365567 7,66381124 662,925675 -0,46541393 

611,181416 15,5453796 642,084237 7,45442152 662,207004 -0,34868315 

611,900086 15,3761084 642,802907 7,24389155 661,488334 -0,23316031 

612,618756 15,2060407 643,521578 7,03221177 660,769664 -0,1188379 

613,337427 15,0351694 644,240248 6,81937254 660,050994 -0,00570846 

614,056097 14,8634876 644,958918 6,60536416 659,332323 0,1062354 

614,774767 14,6909883 645,677588 6,39017686 658,613653 0,21700104 

615,493437 14,5176643 646,396259 6,17380082 657,894983 0,32659575 

616,212108 14,3435083 647,114929 5,9562261 657,176313 0,43502676 

616,930778 14,1685133 647,833599 5,73744275 656,457642 0,54230127 

617,649448 13,9926718 648,552269 5,51744071 655,738972 0,64842641 

618,368118 13,8159766 649,27094 5,29620987 655,020302 0,75340927 

619,086789 13,6384203 649,98961 5,07374002 654,301631 0,85725687 

619,805459 13,4599953 650,70828 4,85002092 653,582961 0,95997619 

620,524129 13,2806941 651,42695 4,62504222 652,864291 1,06157417 

621,2428 13,1005092 652,145621 4,39879353 652,145621 1,16205768 

621,96147 12,9194329 652,864291 4,17126437 651,42695 1,26143355 

622,68014 12,7374574 653,582961 3,94244418 650,70828 1,35970855 

623,39881 12,5545752 654,301631 3,71232235 649,98961 1,45688941 

624,117481 12,3707782 655,020302 3,48088818 649,27094 1,55298281 

624,836151 12,1860586 655,738972 3,2481309 648,552269 1,64799536 

625,554821 12,0004086 656,457642 3,01403967 647,833599 1,74193366 

626,273491 11,81382 657,176313 2,77860357 647,114929 1,83480423 

626,992162 11,6262847 657,894983 2,54181162 646,396259 1,92661355 

627,710832 11,4377948 658,613653 2,30365274 645,677588 2,01736805 

628,429502 11,2483419 659,332323 2,06411579 644,958918 2,10707411 

629,148172 11,0579179 660,050994 1,82318957 644,240248 2,19573808 

629,866843 10,8665143 660,769664 1,58086277 643,521578 2,28336623 

630,585513 10,6741229 661,488334 1,33712404 642,802907 2,36996482 
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642,084237 2,45554003 611,181416 5,24785236 581,734602 6,54539134 

641,365567 2,54009802 610,462746 5,29387079 581,067932 6,56291426 

640,646897 2,62364488 609,744075 5,33910066 580,401262 6,57979301 

639,928226 2,70618668 609,025405 5,38354629 579,734592 6,59602995 

639,209556 2,78772941 608,306735 5,42721199 579,067922 6,61162746 

638,490886 2,86827905 607,588065 5,47010202 578,401252 6,62658792 

637,772216 2,94784152 606,869394 5,51222064 577,734582 6,64091368 

637,053545 3,02642269 606,150724 5,55357204 577,067912 6,6546071 

636,334875 3,10402839 605,432054 5,59416038 576,401242 6,66767052 

635,616205 3,18066441 604,713384 5,63398982 575,734572 6,68010628 

634,897534 3,25633649 603,994713 5,67306444 575,067902 6,69191673 

634,178864 3,33105032 603,276043 5,71138833 574,401232 6,70310419 

633,460194 3,40481157 602,557373 5,74896553 573,734562 6,71367098 

632,741524 3,47762583 601,838703 5,78580004 573,067892 6,72361942 

632,022853 3,54949869 601,120032 5,82189584 572,401222 6,73295182 

631,304183 3,62043567 600,401362 5,78332817 571,734552 6,74167048 

630,585513 3,69044224 599,734692 5,81988324 571,067882 6,74977771 

629,866843 3,75952386 599,068022 5,85572456 570,401212 6,75727579 

629,148172 3,82768592 598,401352 5,89085472 569,734542 6,76416701 

628,429502 3,89493379 597,734682 5,9252763 569,067872 6,77045365 

627,710832 3,96127277 597,068012 5,95899188 568,401202 6,776138 

626,992162 4,02670814 596,401342 5,99200401 567,734532 6,7812223 

626,273491 4,09124514 595,734672 6,02431526 567,067862 6,78570884 

625,554821 4,15488897 595,068002 6,05592817 566,401192 6,78959987 

624,836151 4,21764478 594,401332 6,08684528 565,734522 6,79289763 

624,117481 4,27951768 593,734662 6,11706913 565,067852 6,79560438 

623,39881 4,34051275 593,067992 6,14660223 564,401182 6,79772236 

622,68014 4,40063502 592,401322 6,17544711 563,734512 6,79925381 

621,96147 4,4598895 591,734652 6,20360628 563,067842 6,80020094 

621,2428 4,51828114 591,067982 6,23108223 562,401172 6,800566 

620,524129 4,57581485 590,401312 6,25787746 561,734502 6,80035119 

619,805459 4,63249553 589,734642 6,28399446 561,067832 6,79955874 

619,086789 4,68832802 589,067972 6,30943571 560,401162 6,79819085 

618,368118 4,74331711 588,401302 6,33420367 559,734492 6,79624973 

617,649448 4,79746758 587,734632 6,35830082 559,067822 6,79373757 

616,930778 4,85078416 587,067962 6,3817296 558,401152 6,79065657 

616,212108 4,90327155 586,401292 6,40449247 557,734482 6,78700892 

615,493437 4,95493439 585,734622 6,42659188 557,067812 6,7827968 

614,774767 5,00577732 585,067952 6,44803025 556,401142 6,77802239 

614,056097 5,05580491 584,401282 6,46881001 555,734472 6,77268787 

613,337427 5,10502171 583,734612 6,48893359 555,067802 6,7667954 

612,618756 5,15343224 583,067942 6,5084034 554,401132 6,76034716 

611,900086 5,20104098 582,401272 6,52722185 553,734462 6,75334529 
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553,067792 6,74579195 524,400982 5,92919968 495,734172 4,26016548 

552,401122 6,73768931 523,734312 5,89945243 495,067502 4,21246328 

551,734452 6,72903949 523,067642 5,86924656 494,400832 4,16438591 

551,067782 6,71984464 522,400972 5,83858408 493,734162 4,11593527 

550,401112 6,71010691 521,734302 5,80746696 493,067492 4,06711325 

549,734442 6,69982841 521,067632 5,77589718 492,400822 4,01792176 

549,067772 6,68901129 520,400962 5,74387672 491,734152 3,9683627 

548,401102 6,67765766 519,734292 5,71140757 491,067482 3,91843796 

547,734432 6,66576964 519,067622 5,67849168 490,400812 3,86814945 

547,067762 6,65334936 518,400952 5,64513104 489,734142 3,81749904 

546,401092 6,64039891 517,734282 5,61132762 489,067472 3,76648865 

545,734422 6,6269204 517,067612 5,57708337 488,400802 3,71512016 

545,067752 6,61291595 516,400942 5,54240027 487,734132 3,66339546 

544,401082 6,59838764 515,734272 5,50728026 487,067462 3,61131644 

543,734412 6,58333757 515,067602 5,47172533 486,400792 3,558885 

543,067742 6,56776784 514,400932 5,43573741 485,734122 3,50610303 

542,401072 6,55168052 513,734262 5,39931847 485,067452 3,4529724 

541,734402 6,53507771 513,067592 5,36247046 484,400782 3,39949502 

541,067732 6,51796147 512,400922 5,32519532 483,734112 3,34567276 

540,401062 6,50033389 511,734252 5,28749501 483,067442 3,29150751 

539,734392 6,48219703 511,067582 5,24937147 482,400772 3,23700115 

539,067722 6,46355297 510,400912 5,21082665 481,734102 3,18215558 

538,401052 6,44440376 509,734242 5,17186248 481,067432 3,12697266 

537,734382 6,42475147 509,067572 5,13248091 480,400762 3,0714543 

537,067712 6,40459815 508,400902 5,09268387 479,734092 3,01560235 

536,401042 6,38394586 507,734232 5,05247331 479,067422 2,95941872 

535,734372 6,36279664 507,067562 5,01185115 478,400752 2,90290527 

535,067702 6,34115254 506,400892 4,97081932 477,734082 2,84606389 

534,401032 6,3190156 505,734222 4,92937976 477,067412 2,78889646 

533,734362 6,29638787 505,067552 4,8875344 476,400742 2,73140485 

533,067692 6,27327137 504,400882 4,84528516 475,734072 2,67359095 

532,401022 6,24966814 503,734212 4,80263396 475,067402 2,61545662 

531,734352 6,22558021 503,067542 4,75958273 474,400732 2,55700376 

531,067682 6,2010096 502,400872 4,71613339 473,734062 2,49823423 

530,401012 6,17595834 501,734202 4,67228786 473,067392 2,43914991 

529,734342 6,15042844 501,067532 4,62804806 472,400722 2,37975267 

529,067672 6,12442192 500,400862 4,5834159 471,734052 2,3200444 

528,401002 6,0979408 499,734192 4,5383933 471,067382 2,26002696 

527,734332 6,07098708 499,067522 4,49298217 470,400712 2,19970224 

527,067662 6,04356277 498,400852 4,44718443 469,734042 2,1390721 

526,400992 6,01566988 497,734182 4,40100198 469,067372 2,07813841 

525,734322 5,9873104 497,067512 4,35443673 468,400702 2,01690306 

525,067652 5,95848633 496,400842 4,3074906 467,734032 1,95536792 
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467,067362 1,89353485 438,400552 -1,02054865 409,733742 -4,33281147 

466,400692 1,83140574 437,733882 -1,09363587 409,067072 -4,41337203 

465,734022 1,76898245 437,067212 -1,16693665 408,400402 -4,49406447 

465,067352 1,70626686 436,400542 -1,24044909 407,733732 -4,57488688 

464,400682 1,64326083 435,733872 -1,31417132 407,067062 -4,65583733 

463,734012 1,57996625 435,067202 -1,38810146 406,400392 -4,73691391 

463,067342 1,51638498 434,400532 -1,46223761 405,733722 -4,81811469 

462,400672 1,4525189 433,733862 -1,53657789 405,067052 -4,89943774 

461,734002 1,38836987 433,067192 -1,61112042 404,400382 -4,98088115 

461,067332 1,32393977 432,400522 -1,68586331 403,733712 -5,06244299 

460,400662 1,25923048 431,733852 -1,76080467 403,067042 -5,14412132 

459,733992 1,19424385 431,067182 -1,83594261 402,400372 -5,22591423 

459,067322 1,12898178 430,400512 -1,91127525 401,733702 -5,30781979 

458,400652 1,06344611 429,733842 -1,98680069 401,067032 -5,38983606 

457,733982 0,99763874 429,067172 -2,06251704 400,400362 -5,47196111 

457,067312 0,93156153 428,400502 -2,13842241 399,733692 -5,55419301 

456,400642 0,86521635 427,733832 -2,21451492 399,067022 -5,63652983 

455,733972 0,79860508 427,067162 -2,29079266 398,400352 -5,71896964 

455,067302 0,73172958 426,400492 -2,36725374 397,733682 -5,8015105 

454,400632 0,66459173 425,733822 -2,44389628 397,067012 -5,88415047 

453,733962 0,59719341 425,067152 -2,52071837 396,400342 -5,96688761 

453,067292 0,52953648 424,400482 -2,59771811 395,733672 -6,04971999 

452,400622 0,46162282 423,733812 -2,67489362 395,067002 -6,13264567 

451,733952 0,3934543 423,067142 -2,75224299 394,400332 -6,2156627 

451,067282 0,32503279 422,400472 -2,82976432 393,733662 -6,29876915 

450,400612 0,25636018 421,733802 -2,90745572 393,066992 -6,38196307 

449,733942 0,18743833 421,067132 -2,98531529 392,400322 -6,46524252 

449,067272 0,11826912 420,400462 -3,06334112 391,733652 -6,54860555 

448,400602 0,04885442 419,733792 -3,14153131 391,066982 -6,63205022 

447,733932 -0,0208039 419,067122 -3,21988396 390,400312 -6,71557457 

447,067262 -0,09070395 418,400452 -3,29839717 389,733642 -6,79917667 

446,400592 -0,16084386 417,733782 -3,37706902 389,066972 -6,88285455 

445,733922 -0,23122176 417,067112 -3,45589763 388,400302 -6,96660628 

445,067252 -0,30183576 416,400442 -3,53488107 387,733632 -7,05042989 

444,400582 -0,372684 415,733772 -3,61401744 387,066962 -7,13432344 

443,733912 -0,44376459 415,067102 -3,69330483 386,400292 -7,21828496 

443,067242 -0,51507566 414,400432 -3,77274134 385,733622 -7,30231252 

442,400572 -0,58661533 413,733762 -3,85232505 385,066952 -7,38640414 

441,733902 -0,65838171 413,067092 -3,93205405 384,400282 -7,47055787 

441,067232 -0,73037294 412,400422 -4,01192643 383,733612 -7,55477176 

440,400562 -0,80258713 411,733752 -4,09194028 383,066942 -7,63904384 

439,733892 -0,8750224 411,067082 -4,17209368 382,400272 -7,72337215 

439,067222 -0,94767686 410,400412 -4,25238472 381,733602 -7,80775473 
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381,066932 -7,89218962 352,400122 -11,5443398 323,733312 -15,1313219 

380,400262 -7,97667485 351,733452 -11,6291164 323,066642 -15,2126787 

379,733592 -8,06120846 351,066782 -11,713856 322,399972 -15,2939114 

379,066922 -8,14578849 350,400112 -11,7985564 321,733302 -15,3750179 

378,400252 -8,23041295 349,733442 -11,8832157 321,066632 -15,4559962 

377,733582 -8,31507989 349,066772 -11,9678318 320,399962 -15,5368443 

377,066912 -8,39978734 348,400102 -12,0524027 319,733292 -15,6175601 

376,400242 -8,48453332 347,733432 -12,1369265 319,066622 -15,6981416 

375,733572 -8,56931587 347,066762 -12,2214011 318,399952 -15,7785867 

375,066902 -8,65413301 346,400092 -12,3058244 317,733282 -15,8588934 

374,400232 -8,73898276 345,733422 -12,3901946 317,066612 -15,9390597 

373,733562 -8,82386315 345,066752 -12,4745095 316,399942 -16,0190836 

373,066892 -8,90877221 344,400082 -12,5587671 315,733272 -16,098963 

372,400222 -8,99370795 343,733412 -12,6429655 315,066602 -16,1786958 

371,733552 -9,07866841 343,066742 -12,7271026 314,399932 -16,2582801 

371,066882 -9,16365159 342,400072 -12,8111764 313,733262 -16,3377138 

370,400212 -9,24865552 341,733402 -12,8951848 313,066592 -16,4169948 

369,733542 -9,33367822 341,066732 -12,9791259 312,399922 -16,4961212 

369,066872 -9,41871771 340,400062 -13,0629977 311,733252 -16,5750909 

368,400202 -9,503772 339,733392 -13,146798 311,066582 -16,6539018 

367,733532 -9,5888391 339,066722 -13,2305249 310,399912 -16,732552 

367,066862 -9,67391703 338,400052 -13,3141764 309,733242 -16,8110393 

366,400192 -9,75900381 337,733382 -13,3977504 309,066572 -16,8893619 

365,733522 -9,84409744 337,066712 -13,481245 308,399902 -16,9675175 

365,066852 -9,92919594 336,400042 -13,564658 307,733232 -17,0455042 

364,400182 -10,0142973 335,733372 -13,6479875 307,066562 -17,1233199 

363,733512 -10,0993996 335,066702 -13,7312314 306,399892 -17,2009627 

363,066842 -10,1845007 334,400032 -13,8143878 305,733222 -17,2784305 

362,400172 -10,2695988 333,733362 -13,8974545 305,066552 -17,3557212 

361,733502 -10,3546918 333,066692 -13,9804296 304,399882 -17,4328328 

361,066832 -10,4397777 332,400022 -14,063311 303,733212 -17,5097633 

360,400162 -10,5248545 331,733352 -14,1460967 303,066542 -17,5865106 

359,733492 -10,6099202 331,066682 -14,2287847 302,399872 -17,6630728 

359,066822 -10,6949728 330,400012 -14,311373 301,733202 -17,7394477 

358,400152 -10,7800104 329,733342 -14,3938594 301,066532 -17,8156334 

357,733482 -10,8650309 329,066672 -14,476242 300,399862 -17,8916278 

357,066812 -10,9500323 328,400002 -14,5585188 299,733192 -17,9674289 

356,400142 -11,0350126 327,733332 -14,6406877 299,066522 -18,0430347 

355,733472 -11,1199699 327,066662 -14,7227467 298,399852 -18,1184431 

355,066802 -11,204902 326,399992 -14,8046938 297,733182 -18,193652 

354,400132 -11,2898071 325,733322 -14,8865268 297,066512 -18,2686596 

353,733462 -11,3746831 325,066652 -14,9682439 296,399842 -18,3434637 

353,066792 -11,459528 324,399982 -15,0498429 295,733172 -18,4180622 
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295,066502 -18,4924533 266,399692 -21,4663347 237,732882 -23,8940469 

294,399832 -18,5666349 265,733022 -21,5296023 237,066212 -23,9427671 

293,733162 -18,6406048 265,066352 -21,5925722 236,399542 -23,9911071 

293,066492 -18,7143612 264,399682 -21,6552425 235,732872 -24,0390653 

292,399822 -18,787902 263,733012 -21,7176112 235,066202 -24,0866398 

291,733152 -18,8612251 263,066342 -21,7796764 234,399532 -24,1338287 

291,066482 -18,9343285 262,399672 -21,841436 233,732862 -24,1806302 

290,399812 -19,0072103 261,733002 -21,9028882 233,066192 -24,2270425 

289,733142 -19,0798683 261,066332 -21,9640309 232,399522 -24,2730637 

289,066472 -19,1523007 260,399662 -22,0248622 231,732852 -24,318692 

288,399802 -19,2245052 259,732992 -22,0853802 231,066182 -24,3639256 

287,733132 -19,29648 259,066322 -22,1455829 230,399512 -24,4087626 

287,066462 -19,3682231 258,399652 -22,2054683 229,732842 -24,4532013 

286,399792 -19,4397323 257,732982 -22,2650346 229,066172 -24,4972398 

285,733122 -19,5110057 257,066312 -22,3242797 228,399502 -24,5408764 

285,066452 -19,5820413 256,399642 -22,3832017 227,732832 -24,5841092 

284,399782 -19,652837 255,732972 -22,4417987 227,066162 -24,6269364 

283,733112 -19,7233909 255,066302 -22,5000687 226,399492 -24,6693563 

283,066442 -19,7937008 254,399632 -22,5580099 225,732822 -24,711367 

282,399772 -19,863765 253,732962 -22,6156202 225,066152 -24,7529668 

281,733102 -19,9335812 253,066292 -22,6728978 224,399482 -24,7941539 

281,066432 -20,0031475 252,399622 -22,7298407 223,732812 -24,8349264 

280,399762 -20,0724619 251,732952 -22,786447 223,066142 -24,8752827 

279,733092 -20,1415224 251,066282 -22,8427148 222,399472 -24,915221 

279,066422 -20,210327 250,399612 -22,8986421 221,732802 -24,9547395 

278,399752 -20,2788737 249,732942 -22,9542271 221,066132 -24,9938365 

277,733082 -20,3471604 249,066272 -23,0094678 220,399462 -25,0325101 

277,066412 -20,4151853 248,399602 -23,0643623 219,732792 -25,0707587 

276,399742 -20,4829462 247,732932 -23,1189088 219,066122 -25,1085804 

275,733072 -20,5504412 247,066262 -23,1731052 218,399452 -25,1459737 

275,066402 -20,6176682 246,399592 -23,2269498 217,732782 -25,1829366 

274,399732 -20,6846254 245,732922 -23,2804405 217,066112 -25,2194676 

273,733062 -20,7513107 245,066252 -23,3335756 216,399442 -25,2555648 

273,066392 -20,817722 244,399582 -23,3863531 215,732772 -25,2912266 

272,399722 -20,8838575 243,732912 -23,4387711 215,066102 -25,3264512 

271,733052 -20,9497151 243,066242 -23,4908277 214,399432 -25,361237 

271,066382 -21,0152929 242,399572 -23,5425212 213,732762 -25,3955822 

270,399712 -21,0805888 241,732902 -23,5938495 213,066092 -25,4294851 

269,733042 -21,1456009 241,066232 -23,6448108 212,399422 -25,462944 

269,066372 -21,2103272 240,399562 -23,6954032 211,732752 -25,4959572 

268,399702 -21,2747657 239,732892 -23,7456249 211,066082 -25,5285232 

267,733032 -21,3389144 239,066222 -23,795474 210,399412 -25,5606401 

267,066362 -21,4027714 238,399552 -23,8449486 209,732742 -25,5923062 
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209,066072 -25,6235201 180,399262 -26,5150736 151,732452 -26,4481282 

208,399402 -25,6542799 179,732592 -26,5248237 151,065782 -26,4343526 

207,732732 -25,684584 179,065922 -26,5340528 150,399112 -26,4200054 

207,066062 -25,7144308 178,399252 -26,5427595 149,732442 -26,4050857 

206,399392 -25,7438186 177,732582 -26,5509426 149,065772 -26,3895924 

205,732722 -25,7727457 177,065912 -26,5586007 148,399102 -26,3735247 

205,066052 -25,8012107 176,399242 -26,5657324 147,732432 -26,3568815 

204,399382 -25,8292117 175,732572 -26,5723364 147,065762 -26,3396621 

203,732712 -25,8567472 175,065902 -26,5784114 146,399092 -26,3218654 

203,066042 -25,8838156 174,399232 -26,5839561 145,732422 -26,3034906 

202,399372 -25,9104153 173,732562 -26,5889691 145,065752 -26,2845368 

201,732702 -25,9365446 173,065892 -26,5934492 144,399082 -26,2650031 

201,066032 -25,962202 172,399222 -26,5973951 143,732412 -26,2448886 

200,399362 -25,9873859 171,732552 -26,6008055 143,065742 -26,2241925 

199,732692 -26,0120946 171,065882 -26,6036791 142,399072 -26,2029139 

199,066022 -26,0363267 170,399212 -26,6060147 141,732402 -26,181052 

198,399352 -26,0600804 169,732542 -26,607811 141,065732 -26,1586061 

197,732682 -26,0833544 169,065872 -26,6090668 140,399062 -26,1355752 

197,066012 -26,1061469 168,399202 -26,6097808 139,732392 -26,1119585 

196,399342 -26,1284565 167,732532 -26,6099518 139,065722 -26,0877554 

195,732672 -26,1502816 167,065862 -26,6095786 138,399052 -26,0629649 

195,066002 -26,1716206 166,399192 -26,60866 137,732382 -26,0375864 

194,399332 -26,192472 165,732522 -26,6071948 137,065712 -26,0116191 

193,732662 -26,2128343 165,065852 -26,6051817 136,399042 -25,9850622 

193,065992 -26,232706 164,399182 -26,6026197 135,732372 -25,9579151 

192,399322 -26,2520856 163,732512 -26,5995074 135,065702 -25,930177 

191,732652 -26,2709715 163,065842 -26,5958439 134,399032 -25,9018472 

191,065982 -26,2893622 162,399172 -26,5916278 133,732362 -25,872925 

190,399312 -26,3072563 161,732502 -26,5868582 133,065692 -25,8434097 

189,732642 -26,3246522 161,065832 -26,5815337 132,399022 -25,8133007 

189,065972 -26,3415485 160,399162 -26,5756534 131,732352 -25,7825973 

188,399302 -26,3579437 159,732492 -26,5692161 131,065682 -25,7512989 

187,732632 -26,3738363 159,065822 -26,5622206 130,399012 -25,7194048 

187,065962 -26,3892249 158,399152 -26,554666 129,732342 -25,6869145 

186,399292 -26,404108 157,732482 -26,546551 129,065672 -25,6538273 

185,732622 -26,4184842 157,065812 -26,5378746 128,399002 -25,6201426 

185,065952 -26,4323521 156,399142 -26,5286358 127,732332 -25,5858598 

184,399282 -26,4457101 155,732472 -26,5188335 127,065662 -25,5509784 

183,732612 -26,458557 155,065802 -26,5084667 126,398992 -25,5154979 

183,065942 -26,4708912 154,399132 -26,4975343 125,732322 -25,4794176 

182,399272 -26,4827113 153,732462 -26,4860352 125,065652 -25,4427372 

181,732602 -26,494016 153,065792 -26,4739685 124,398982 -25,4054559 

181,065932 -26,5048039 152,399122 -26,4613332 123,732312 -25,3675734 
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123,065642 -25,3290892 94,398832 -23,1004013 65,065352 -19,6597844 

122,398972 -25,2900028 93,732162 -23,0351741 64,398682 -19,5682102 

121,732302 -25,2503136 93,065492 -22,9693383 63,732012 -19,4760537 

121,065632 -25,2100214 92,398822 -22,902894 63,065342 -19,383316 

120,398962 -25,1691256 91,732152 -22,8358415 62,398672 -19,289998 

119,732292 -25,1276259 91,065482 -22,7681811 61,732002 -19,1961009 

119,065622 -25,0855218 90,398812 -22,6999129 61,065332 -19,1016257 

118,398952 -25,0428129 89,732142 -22,6310374 60,398662 -19,0065736 

117,732282 -24,9994988 89,065472 -22,5615547 59,731992 -18,9109457 

117,065612 -24,9555793 88,398802 -22,4914651 59,065322 -18,8147433 

116,398942 -24,9110539 87,732132 -22,4207691 58,398652 -18,7179673 

115,732272 -24,8659223 87,065462 -22,3494669 57,731982 -18,6206191 

115,065602 -24,8201841 86,398792 -22,277559 57,065312 -18,5227 

114,398932 -24,7738392 85,732122 -22,2050456 56,398642 -18,424211 

113,732262 -24,7268871 85,065452 -22,1319273 55,731972 -18,3251536 

113,065592 -24,6793277 84,398782 -22,0582043 55,065302 -18,2255289 

112,398922 -24,6311606 83,732112 -21,9838772 54,398632 -18,1253384 

111,732252 -24,5823855 83,065442 -21,9089464 53,731962 -18,0245833 

111,065582 -24,5330024 82,398772 -21,8334124 53,065292 -17,923265 

110,398912 -24,4830109 81,732102 -21,7572757 52,398622 -17,8213848 

109,732242 -24,4324108 81,065432 -21,6805367 51,731952 -17,7189442 

109,065572 -24,3812019 80,398762 -21,6031961 51,065282 -17,6159447 

108,398902 -24,3293841 79,732092 -21,5252542 50,398612 -17,5123875 

107,732232 -24,2769573 79,065422 -21,4467118 49,731942 -17,4082743 

107,065562 -24,2239212 78,398752 -21,3675694 49,065272 -17,3036065 

106,398892 -24,1702757 77,732082 -21,2878276 48,398602 -17,1983856 

105,732222 -24,1160208 77,065412 -21,2074869 47,731932 -17,0926131 

105,065552 -24,0611562 76,398742 -21,1265482 47,065262 -16,9862907 

104,398882 -24,0056821 75,732072 -21,0450119 46,731927 -16,9329237 

103,732212 -23,9495981 75,065402 -20,9628788 46,398592 -16,7086986 

103,065542 -23,8929044 74,398732 -20,8801496 45,731922 -16,6018995 

102,398872 -23,8356009 73,732062 -20,796825 45,065252 -16,4900874 

101,732202 -23,7776876 73,065392 -20,7129058 44,398582 -16,3735379 

101,065532 -23,7191644 72,398722 -20,6283926 43,731912 -16,2525151 

100,398862 -23,6600313 71,732052 -20,5432863 43,065242 -16,1272723 

99,732192 -23,6002885 71,065382 -20,4575876 42,398572 -15,9980519 

99,065522 -23,5399359 70,398712 -20,3712974 41,731902 -15,8650851 

98,398852 -23,4789736 69,732042 -20,2844164 41,065232 -15,7285924 

97,732182 -23,4174017 69,065372 -20,1969457 40,398562 -15,5887829 

97,065512 -23,3552202 68,398702 -20,1088859 40,065227 -15,5176968 

96,398842 -23,2924293 67,732032 -20,0202381 39,731892 -15,445855 

95,732172 -23,2290291 67,065362 -19,9310031 39,065222 -15,2999961 

95,065502 -23,1650197 65,732022 -19,7507753 38,398552 -15,1513824 
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37,731882 -15,0001793 11,6060479 -7,85545072   

37,065212 -14,846541 10,8778249 -7,61498618   

36,398542 -14,6906111 10,1568178 -7,3695277   

35,731872 -14,5325216 9,44431374 -7,11878973   

35,065202 -14,3723941 9,09168176 -6,9913487   

34,398532 -14,2103389 9,14940378 -7,01237073   

33,731862 -14,0464552 8,57149571 -6,79888653   

33,065192 -13,8808315 8,01022324 -6,58465872   

32,398522 -13,7135451 7,46359629 -6,36869571   

31,731852 -13,5446623 6,92955427 -6,14984076   

31,065182 -13,3742386 6,40606215 -5,92677204   

30,398512 -13,2023181 5,89121446 -5,69800256   

29,731842 -13,0289345 5,38334964 -5,46188024   

29,065172 -12,8541098 4,88117709 -5,21658788   

28,398502 -12,6778557 4,38391902 -4,96014315   

27,731832 -12,5001724 3,89146893 -4,69039859   

27,065162 -12,3210492 3,40456712 -4,40504163   

26,398492 -12,1404647 2,92499285 -4,10159458   

25,731822 -11,9583861 2,4557699 -3,77741462   

25,065152 -11,7747698 2,3176497 -3,67570225   

24,398482 -11,5895612 2,25987749 -3,63218728   

23,731812 -11,4026948 2,14284965 -3,54215672   

23,065142 -11,2140939 1,9982436 -3,42715258   

22,398472 -11,0236709 1,94593364 -3,38444592   

21,731802 -10,8313271 1,84754603 -3,30240432   

21,065132 -10,6369531 1,68950466 -3,16551044   

20,5466332 -10,4404282 1,52217866 -3,01279801   

19,8053409 -10,2416207 1,34227139 -2,8381067   

19,0609355 -10,0403882 1,14005739 -2,62591384   

18,3141108 -9,83657702 0,90840631 -2,35613094   

17,5655637 -9,63002258 0,45836229 -1,69635183   

16,8160018 -9,4205493 0,16491873 -1,03323528   

16,0661508 -9,20797061 0,08756948 -0,75855249   

15,3167628 -8,99208893 0,04522615 -0,54890882   

14,5686252 -8,77269568 0,0205987 -0,37338444   

13,8225689 -8,54957131 0,00697337 -0,2199524   

13,0794779 -8,32248523 0,0009013 -0,08242058   

12,3402984 -8,09119589 0 0   

 

Tab. B.1 Current airfoil coordinates 
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B.2 Flat lower surface airfoil 

 

From the trailing edge to the points highlighted in bold in the previous table, the 

new coordinates of the lower surface are the followings:  

 

X Y X Y X Y 
666,67 -1,28316 636,334875 -2,8605865 605,4320538 -4,467533202 

666,5190259 -1,291010653 635,6162047 -2,897957354 604,7133836 -4,504904055 
665,8003557 -1,328381506 634,8975345 -2,935328207 603,9947133 -4,542274909 
665,0816854 -1,36575236 634,1788642 -2,972699061 603,276043 -4,579645762 
664,3630151 -1,403123213 633,460194 -3,010069915 602,5573728 -4,617016616 
663,6443449 -1,440494067 632,7415237 -3,047440768 601,8387025 -4,654387469 
662,9256746 -1,47786492 632,0228534 -3,084811622 601,1200323 -4,691758323 
662,2070044 -1,515235774 631,3041832 -3,122182475 600,401362 -4,729129176 
661,4883341 -1,552606627 630,5855129 -3,159553329 599,734692 -4,763796016 
660,7696638 -1,589977481 629,8668427 -3,196924182 599,068022 -4,798462856 
660,0509936 -1,627348334 629,1481724 -3,234295036 598,401352 -4,833129696 
659,3323233 -1,664719188 628,4295021 -3,271665889 597,734682 -4,867796536 
658,6136531 -1,702090041 627,7108319 -3,309036743 597,068012 -4,902463376 
657,8949828 -1,739460895 626,9921616 -3,346407596 596,401342 -4,937130216 
657,1763125 -1,776831748 626,2734914 -3,38377845 595,734672 -4,971797056 
656,4576423 -1,814202602 625,5548211 -3,421149303 595,068002 -5,006463896 
655,738972 -1,851573455 624,8361508 -3,458520157 594,401332 -5,041130736 

655,0203018 -1,888944309 624,1174806 -3,49589101 593,734662 -5,075797576 
654,3016315 -1,926315162 623,3988103 -3,533261864 593,067992 -5,110464416 
653,5829612 -1,963686016 622,6801401 -3,570632717 592,401322 -5,145131256 
652,864291 -2,001056869 621,9614698 -3,608003571 591,734652 -5,179798096 

652,1456207 -2,038427723 621,2427995 -3,645374424 591,067982 -5,214464936 
651,4269505 -2,075798577 620,5241293 -3,682745278 590,401312 -5,249131776 
650,7082802 -2,11316943 619,805459 -3,720116131 589,734642 -5,283798616 
649,9896099 -2,150540284 619,0867888 -3,757486985 589,067972 -5,318465456 
649,2709397 -2,187911137 618,3681185 -3,794857838 588,401302 -5,353132296 
648,5522694 -2,225281991 617,6494482 -3,832228692 587,734632 -5,387799136 
647,8335992 -2,262652844 616,930778 -3,869599545 587,067962 -5,422465976 
647,1149289 -2,300023698 616,2121077 -3,906970399 586,401292 -5,457132816 
646,3962586 -2,337394551 615,4934375 -3,944341253 585,734622 -5,491799656 
645,6775884 -2,374765405 614,7747672 -3,981712106 585,067952 -5,526466496 
644,9589181 -2,412136258 614,0560969 -4,01908296 584,401282 -5,561133336 
644,2402479 -2,449507112 613,3374267 -4,056453813 583,734612 -5,595800176 
643,5215776 -2,486877965 612,6187564 -4,093824667 583,067942 -5,630467016 
642,8029073 -2,524248819 611,9000862 -4,13119552 582,401272 -5,665133856 
642,0842371 -2,561619672 611,1814159 -4,168566374 581,734602 -5,699800696 
641,3655668 -2,598990526 610,4627456 -4,205937227 581,067932 -5,734467536 
640,6468966 -2,636361379 609,7440754 -4,243308081 580,401262 -5,769134376 
639,9282263 -2,673732233 609,0254051 -4,280678934 579,734592 -5,803801216 
639,209556 -2,711103086 608,3067349 -4,318049788 579,067922 -5,838468056 

638,4908858 -2,74847394 607,5880646 -4,355420641 578,401252 -5,873134896 
637,7722155 -2,785844793 606,8693943 -4,392791495 577,734582 -5,907801736 
637,0535453 -2,823215647 606,1507241 -4,430162348 577,067912 -5,942468576 
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576,401242 -5,977135416 547,734432 -7,467809536 519,067622 -8,958483656 

575,734572 -6,011802256 547,067762 -7,502476376 518,400952 -8,993150496 

575,067902 -6,046469096 546,401092 -7,537143216 517,734282 -9,027817336 

574,401232 -6,081135936 545,734422 -7,571810056 517,067612 -9,062484176 

573,734562 -6,115802776 545,067752 -7,606476896 516,400942 -9,097151016 

573,067892 -6,150469616 544,401082 -7,641143736 515,734272 -9,131817856 

572,401222 -6,185136456 543,734412 -7,675810576 515,067602 -9,166484696 

571,734552 -6,219803296 543,067742 -7,710477416 514,400932 -9,201151536 

571,067882 -6,254470136 542,401072 -7,745144256 513,734262 -9,235818376 

570,401212 -6,289136976 541,734402 -7,779811096 513,067592 -9,270485216 

569,734542 -6,323803816 541,067732 -7,814477936 512,400922 -9,305152056 

569,067872 -6,358470656 540,401062 -7,849144776 511,734252 -9,339818896 

568,401202 -6,393137496 539,734392 -7,883811616 511,067582 -9,374485736 

567,734532 -6,427804336 539,067722 -7,918478456 510,400912 -9,409152576 

567,067862 -6,462471176 538,401052 -7,953145296 509,734242 -9,443819416 

566,401192 -6,497138016 537,734382 -7,987812136 509,067572 -9,478486256 

565,734522 -6,531804856 537,067712 -8,022478976 508,400902 -9,513153096 

565,067852 -6,566471696 536,401042 -8,057145816 507,734232 -9,547819936 

564,401182 -6,601138536 535,734372 -8,091812656 507,067562 -9,582486776 

563,734512 -6,635805376 535,067702 -8,126479496 506,400892 -9,617153616 

563,067842 -6,670472216 534,401032 -8,161146336 505,734222 -9,651820456 

562,401172 -6,705139056 533,734362 -8,195813176 505,067552 -9,686487296 

561,734502 -6,739805896 533,067692 -8,230480016 504,400882 -9,721154136 

561,067832 -6,774472736 532,401022 -8,265146856 503,734212 -9,755820976 

560,401162 -6,809139576 531,734352 -8,299813696 503,067542 -9,790487816 

559,734492 -6,843806416 531,067682 -8,334480536 502,400872 -9,825154656 

559,067822 -6,878473256 530,401012 -8,369147376 501,734202 -9,859821496 

558,401152 -6,913140096 529,734342 -8,403814216 501,067532 -9,894488336 

557,734482 -6,947806936 529,067672 -8,438481056 500,400862 -9,929155176 

557,067812 -6,982473776 528,401002 -8,473147896 499,734192 -9,963822016 

556,401142 -7,017140616 527,734332 -8,507814736 499,067522 -9,998488856 

555,734472 -7,051807456 527,067662 -8,542481576 498,400852 -10,0331557 

555,067802 -7,086474296 526,400992 -8,577148416 497,734182 -10,06782254 

554,401132 -7,121141136 525,734322 -8,611815256 497,067512 -10,10248938 

553,734462 -7,155807976 525,067652 -8,646482096 496,400842 -10,13715622 

553,067792 -7,190474816 524,400982 -8,681148936 495,734172 -10,17182306 

552,401122 -7,225141656 523,734312 -8,715815776 495,067502 -10,2064899 

551,734452 -7,259808496 523,067642 -8,750482616 494,400832 -10,24115674 

551,067782 -7,294475336 522,400972 -8,785149456 493,734162 -10,27582358 

550,401112 -7,329142176 521,734302 -8,819816296 493,067492 -10,31049042 

549,734442 -7,363809016 521,067632 -8,854483136 492,400822 -10,34515726 

549,067772 -7,398475856 520,400962 -8,889149976 491,734152 -10,3798241 

548,401102 -7,433142696 519,734292 -8,923816816 491,067482 -10,41449094 
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X Y X Y X Y 

490,400812 -10,44915778 461,734002 -11,9398319 433,067192 -13,43050602 

489,734142 -10,48382462 461,067332 -11,97449874 432,400522 -13,46517286 

489,067472 -10,51849146 460,400662 -12,00916558 431,733852 -13,4998397 

488,400802 -10,5531583 459,733992 -12,04383242 431,067182 -13,53450654 

487,734132 -10,58782514 459,067322 -12,07849926 430,400512 -13,56917338 

487,067462 -10,62249198 458,400652 -12,1131661 429,733842 -13,60384022 

486,400792 -10,65715882 457,733982 -12,14783294 429,067172 -13,63850706 

485,734122 -10,69182566 457,067312 -12,18249978 428,400502 -13,6731739 

485,067452 -10,7264925 456,400642 -12,21716662 427,733832 -13,70784074 

484,400782 -10,76115934 455,733972 -12,25183346 427,067162 -13,74250758 

483,734112 -10,79582618 455,067302 -12,2865003 426,400492 -13,77717442 

483,067442 -10,83049302 454,400632 -12,32116714 425,733822 -13,81184126 

482,400772 -10,86515986 453,733962 -12,35583398 425,067152 -13,8465081 

481,734102 -10,8998267 453,067292 -12,39050082 424,400482 -13,88117494 

481,067432 -10,93449354 452,400622 -12,42516766 423,733812 -13,91584178 

480,400762 -10,96916038 451,733952 -12,4598345 423,067142 -13,95050862 

479,734092 -11,00382722 451,067282 -12,49450134 422,400472 -13,98517546 

479,067422 -11,03849406 450,400612 -12,52916818 421,733802 -14,0198423 

478,400752 -11,0731609 449,733942 -12,56383502 421,067132 -14,05450914 

477,734082 -11,10782774 449,067272 -12,59850186 420,400462 -14,08917598 

477,067412 -11,14249458 448,400602 -12,6331687 419,733792 -14,12384282 

476,400742 -11,17716142 447,733932 -12,66783554 419,067122 -14,15850966 

475,734072 -11,21182826 447,067262 -12,70250238 418,400452 -14,1931765 

475,067402 -11,2464951 446,400592 -12,73716922 417,733782 -14,22784334 

474,400732 -11,28116194 445,733922 -12,77183606 417,067112 -14,26251018 

473,734062 -11,31582878 445,067252 -12,8065029 416,400442 -14,29717702 

473,067392 -11,35049562 444,400582 -12,84116974 415,733772 -14,33184386 

472,400722 -11,38516246 443,733912 -12,87583658 415,067102 -14,3665107 

471,734052 -11,4198293 443,067242 -12,91050342 414,400432 -14,40117754 

471,067382 -11,45449614 442,400572 -12,94517026 413,733762 -14,43584438 

470,400712 -11,48916298 441,733902 -12,9798371 413,067092 -14,47051122 

469,734042 -11,52382982 441,067232 -13,01450394 412,400422 -14,50517806 

469,067372 -11,55849666 440,400562 -13,04917078 411,733752 -14,5398449 

468,400702 -11,5931635 439,733892 -13,08383762 411,067082 -14,57451174 

467,734032 -11,62783034 439,067222 -13,11850446 410,400412 -14,60917858 

467,067362 -11,66249718 438,400552 -13,1531713 409,733742 -14,64384542 

466,400692 -11,69716402 437,733882 -13,18783814 409,067072 -14,67851226 

465,734022 -11,73183086 437,067212 -13,22250498 408,400402 -14,7131791 

465,067352 -11,7664977 436,400542 -13,25717182 407,733732 -14,74784594 

464,400682 -11,80116454 435,733872 -13,29183866 407,067062 -14,78251278 

463,734012 -11,83583138 435,067202 -13,3265055 406,400392 -14,81717962 

463,067342 -11,87049822 434,400532 -13,36117234 405,733722 -14,85184646 

462,400672 -11,90516506 433,733862 -13,39583918 405,067052 -14,8865133 
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404,400382 -14,92118014 375,733572 -16,41185426 347,066762 -17,90252838 

403,733712 -14,95584698 375,066902 -16,4465211 346,400092 -17,93719522 

403,067042 -14,99051382 374,400232 -16,48118794 345,733422 -17,97186206 

402,400372 -15,02518066 373,733562 -16,51585478 345,066752 -18,0065289 

401,733702 -15,0598475 373,066892 -16,55052162 344,400082 -18,04119574 

401,067032 -15,09451434 372,400222 -16,58518846 343,733412 -18,07586258 

400,400362 -15,12918118 371,733552 -16,6198553 343,066742 -18,11052942 

399,733692 -15,16384802 371,066882 -16,65452214 342,400072 -18,14519626 

399,067022 -15,19851486 370,400212 -16,68918898 341,733402 -18,1798631 

398,400352 -15,2331817 369,733542 -16,72385582 341,066732 -18,21452994 

397,733682 -15,26784854 369,066872 -16,75852266 340,400062 -18,24919678 

397,067012 -15,30251538 368,400202 -16,7931895 339,733392 -18,28386362 

396,400342 -15,33718222 367,733532 -16,82785634 339,066722 -18,31853046 

395,733672 -15,37184906 367,066862 -16,86252318 338,400052 -18,3531973 

395,067002 -15,4065159 366,400192 -16,89719002 337,733382 -18,38786414 

394,400332 -15,44118274 365,733522 -16,93185686 337,066712 -18,42253098 

393,733662 -15,47584958 365,066852 -16,9665237 336,400042 -18,45719782 

393,066992 -15,51051642 364,400182 -17,00119054 335,733372 -18,49186466 

392,400322 -15,54518326 363,733512 -17,03585738 335,066702 -18,5265315 

391,733652 -15,5798501 363,066842 -17,07052422 334,400032 -18,56119834 

391,066982 -15,61451694 362,400172 -17,10519106 333,733362 -18,59586518 

390,400312 -15,64918378 361,733502 -17,1398579 333,066692 -18,63053202 

389,733642 -15,68385062 361,066832 -17,17452474 332,400022 -18,66519886 

389,066972 -15,71851746 360,400162 -17,20919158 331,733352 -18,6998657 

388,400302 -15,7531843 359,733492 -17,24385842 331,066682 -18,73453254 

387,733632 -15,78785114 359,066822 -17,27852526 330,400012 -18,76919938 

387,066962 -15,82251798 358,400152 -17,3131921 329,733342 -18,80386622 

386,400292 -15,85718482 357,733482 -17,34785894 329,066672 -18,83853306 

385,733622 -15,89185166 357,066812 -17,38252578 328,400002 -18,8731999 

385,066952 -15,9265185 356,400142 -17,41719262 327,733332 -18,90786674 

384,400282 -15,96118534 355,733472 -17,45185946 327,066662 -18,94253358 

383,733612 -15,99585218 355,066802 -17,4865263 326,399992 -18,97720042 

383,066942 -16,03051902 354,400132 -17,52119314 325,733322 -19,01186726 

382,400272 -16,06518586 353,733462 -17,55585998 325,066652 -19,0465341 

381,733602 -16,0998527 353,066792 -17,59052682 324,399982 -19,08120094 

381,066932 -16,13451954 352,400122 -17,62519366 323,733312 -19,11586778 

380,400262 -16,16918638 351,733452 -17,6598605 323,066642 -19,15053462 

379,733592 -16,20385322 351,066782 -17,69452734 322,399972 -19,18520146 

379,066922 -16,23852006 350,400112 -17,72919418 321,733302 -19,2198683 

378,400252 -16,2731869 349,733442 -17,76386102 321,066632 -19,25453514 

377,733582 -16,30785374 349,066772 -17,79852786 320,399962 -19,28920198 

377,066912 -16,34252058 348,400102 -17,8331947 319,733292 -19,32386882 

376,400242 -16,37718742 347,733432 -17,86786154 319,066622 -19,35853566 
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318,399952 -19,3932025 293,066492 -20,71054242 267,733032 -22,02788234 

317,733282 -19,42786934 292,399822 -20,74520926 267,066362 -22,06254918 

317,066612 -19,46253618 291,733152 -20,7798761 266,399692 -22,09721602 

316,399942 -19,49720302 291,066482 -20,81454294 265,733022 -22,13188286 

315,733272 -19,53186986 290,399812 -20,84920978 265,066352 -22,1665497 

315,066602 -19,5665367 289,733142 -20,88387662 264,399682 -22,20121654 

314,399932 -19,60120354 289,066472 -20,91854346 263,733012 -22,23588338 

313,733262 -19,63587038 288,399802 -20,9532103 263,066342 -22,27055022 

313,066592 -19,67053722 287,733132 -20,98787714 262,399672 -22,30521706 

312,399922 -19,70520406 287,066462 -21,02254398 261,733002 -22,3398839 

311,733252 -19,7398709 286,399792 -21,05721082 261,066332 -22,37455074 

311,066582 -19,77453774 285,733122 -21,09187766 260,399662 -22,40921758 

310,399912 -19,80920458 285,066452 -21,1265445 259,732992 -22,44388442 

309,733242 -19,84387142 284,399782 -21,16121134 259,066322 -22,47855126 

309,066572 -19,87853826 283,733112 -21,19587818 258,399652 -22,5132181 

308,399902 -19,9132051 283,066442 -21,23054502 257,732982 -22,54788494 

307,733232 -19,94787194 282,399772 -21,26521186 257,066312 -22,58255178 

307,066562 -19,98253878 281,733102 -21,2998787 256,399642 -22,61721862 

306,399892 -20,01720562 281,066432 -21,33454554 255,732972 -22,65188546 

305,733222 -20,05187246 280,399762 -21,36921238 255,066302 -22,6865523 

305,066552 -20,0865393 279,733092 -21,40387922 254,399632 -22,72121914 

304,399882 -20,12120614 279,066422 -21,43854606 253,732962 -22,75588598 

303,733212 -20,15587298 278,399752 -21,4732129 253,066292 -22,79055282 

303,066542 -20,19053982 277,733082 -21,50787974 252,399622 -22,82521966 

302,399872 -20,22520666 277,066412 -21,54254658 251,732952 -22,8598865 

301,733202 -20,2598735 276,399742 -21,57721342 251,066282 -22,89455334 

301,066532 -20,29454034 275,733072 -21,61188026 250,399612 -22,92922018 

300,399862 -20,32920718 275,066402 -21,6465471 249,732942 -22,95422711 

299,733192 -20,36387402 274,399732 -21,68121394   

299,066522 -20,39854086 273,733062 -21,71588078   

298,399852 -20,4332077 273,066392 -21,75054762   

297,733182 -20,46787454 272,399722 -21,78521446   

297,066512 -20,50254138 271,733052 -21,8198813   

296,399842 -20,53720822 271,066382 -21,85454814   

295,733172 -20,57187506 270,399712 -21,88921498   

295,066502 -20,6065419 269,733042 -21,92388182   

294,399832 -20,64120874 269,066372 -21,95854866   

293,733162 -20,67587558 268,399702 -21,9932155   

 

Tab. B.2 Flat lower surface airfoil coordinates 
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B.3 Intermediate camber airfoil 

 

From the trailing edge to the points highlighted in bold in the table of the current 

airfoil, the new coordinates of the lower surface are the followings:  

 

X Y X Y X Y 
666,67 -1,166746669 636,334875 -0,607066885 605,4320538 -0,383226998 

666,5190259 -1,163127278 635,6162047 -0,597891587 604,7133836 -0,382180172 
665,8003557 -1,146012543 634,8975345 -0,588905324 603,9947133 -0,38132238 
665,0816854 -1,129086842 634,1788642 -0,580108095 603,276043 -0,380653623 
664,3630151 -1,112350176 633,460194 -0,5714999 602,5573728 -0,380173899 
663,6443449 -1,095802544 632,7415237 -0,56308074 601,8387025 -0,37988321 
662,9256746 -1,079443946 632,0228534 -0,554850614 601,1200323 -0,379781556 
662,2070044 -1,063274383 631,3041832 -0,546809522 600,401362 -0,379868935 
661,4883341 -1,047293853 630,5855129 -0,538957464 599,734692 -0,380119004 
660,7696638 -1,031502358 629,8668427 -0,53129444 599,068022 -0,380531742 
660,0509936 -1,015899897 629,1481724 -0,523820451 598,401352 -0,381107148 
659,3323233 -1,000486471 628,4295021 -0,516535495 597,734682 -0,381845222 
658,6136531 -0,985262078 627,7108319 -0,509439574 597,068012 -0,382745965 
657,8949828 -0,97022672 626,9921616 -0,502532688 596,401342 -0,383809375 
657,1763125 -0,955380396 626,2734914 -0,495814835 595,734672 -0,385035454 
656,4576423 -0,940723106 625,5548211 -0,489286017 595,068002 -0,386424202 
655,738972 -0,92625485 624,8361508 -0,482946233 594,401332 -0,387975617 

655,0203018 -0,911975629 624,1174806 -0,476795483 593,734662 -0,389689701 
654,3016315 -0,897885442 623,3988103 -0,470833767 593,067992 -0,391566454 
653,5829612 -0,883984289 622,6801401 -0,465061086 592,401322 -0,393605874 
652,864291 -0,87027217 621,9614698 -0,459477439 591,734652 -0,395807963 

652,1456207 -0,856749086 621,2427995 -0,454082826 591,067982 -0,39817272 
651,4269505 -0,843415035 620,5241293 -0,448877247 590,401312 -0,400700146 
650,7082802 -0,830270019 619,805459 -0,443860702 589,734642 -0,403390239 
649,9896099 -0,817314038 619,0867888 -0,439033192 589,067972 -0,406243001 
649,2709397 -0,80454709 618,3681185 -0,434394716 588,401302 -0,409258432 
648,5522694 -0,791969177 617,6494482 -0,429945274 587,734632 -0,41243653 
647,8335992 -0,779580297 616,930778 -0,425684866 587,067962 -0,415777297 
647,1149289 -0,767380452 616,2121077 -0,421613493 586,401292 -0,419280732 
646,3962586 -0,755369642 615,4934375 -0,417731154 585,734622 -0,422946836 
645,6775884 -0,743547865 614,7747672 -0,414037849 585,067952 -0,426775608 
644,9589181 -0,731915123 614,0560969 -0,410533578 584,401282 -0,430767048 
644,2402479 -0,720471415 613,3374267 -0,407218341 583,734612 -0,434921156 
643,5215776 -0,709216741 612,6187564 -0,404092139 583,067942 -0,439237933 
642,8029073 -0,698151101 611,9000862 -0,401154971 582,401272 -0,443717378 
642,0842371 -0,687274496 611,1814159 -0,398406837 581,734602 -0,448359491 
641,3655668 -0,676586925 610,4627456 -0,395847737 581,067932 -0,453164273 
640,6468966 -0,666088388 609,7440754 -0,393477672 580,401262 -0,458131722 
639,9282263 -0,655778885 609,0254051 -0,391296641 579,734592 -0,463261841 
639,209556 -0,645658417 608,3067349 -0,389304643 579,067922 -0,468554627 

638,4908858 -0,635726982 607,5880646 -0,387501681 578,401252 -0,474010082 
637,7722155 -0,625984582 606,8693943 -0,385887752 577,734582 -0,479628205 
637,0535453 -0,616431216 606,1507241 -0,384462858 577,067912 -0,485408996 
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576,401242 -0,491352456 547,734432 -0,900805424 519,067622 -1,611032066 

575,734572 -0,497458584 547,067762 -0,913906288 518,400952 -1,631127668 

575,067902 -0,50372738 546,401092 -0,927169821 517,734282 -1,651385937 

574,401232 -0,510158844 545,734422 -0,940596022 517,067612 -1,671806875 

573,734562 -0,516752977 545,067752 -0,954184892 516,400942 -1,692390481 

573,067892 -0,523509778 544,401082 -0,967936429 515,734272 -1,713136755 

572,401222 -0,530429247 543,734412 -0,981850635 515,067602 -1,734045698 

571,734552 -0,537511385 543,067742 -0,99592751 514,400932 -1,755117308 

571,067882 -0,544756191 542,401072 -1,010167052 513,734262 -1,776351588 

570,401212 -0,552163665 541,734402 -1,024569263 513,067592 -1,797748535 

569,734542 -0,559733808 541,067732 -1,039134142 512,400922 -1,819308151 

569,067872 -0,567466619 540,401062 -1,05386169 511,734252 -1,841030435 

568,401202 -0,575362098 539,734392 -1,068751905 511,067582 -1,862915387 

567,734532 -0,583420245 539,067722 -1,083804789 510,400912 -1,884963008 

567,067862 -0,591641061 538,401052 -1,099020342 509,734242 -1,907173297 

566,401192 -0,600024545 537,734382 -1,114398562 509,067572 -1,929546254 

565,734522 -0,608570697 537,067712 -1,129939451 508,400902 -1,95208188 

565,067852 -0,617279518 536,401042 -1,145643008 507,734232 -1,974780173 

564,401182 -0,626151007 535,734372 -1,161509234 507,067562 -1,997641135 

563,734512 -0,635185164 535,067702 -1,177538128 506,400892 -2,020664766 

563,067842 -0,644381989 534,401032 -1,19372969 505,734222 -2,043851065 

562,401172 -0,653741483 533,734362 -1,21008392 505,067552 -2,067200032 

561,734502 -0,663263645 533,067692 -1,226600819 504,400882 -2,090711667 

561,067832 -0,672948475 532,401022 -1,243280386 503,734212 -2,11438597 

560,401162 -0,682795974 531,734352 -1,260122621 503,067542 -2,138222942 

559,734492 -0,692806141 531,067682 -1,277127524 502,400872 -2,162222582 

559,067822 -0,702978976 530,401012 -1,294295096 501,734202 -2,186384891 

558,401152 -0,71331448 529,734342 -1,311625336 501,067532 -2,210709868 

557,734482 -0,723812651 529,067672 -1,329118245 500,400862 -2,235197513 

557,067812 -0,734473492 528,401002 -1,346773822 499,734192 -2,259847826 

556,401142 -0,745297 527,734332 -1,364592067 499,067522 -2,284660808 

555,734472 -0,756283177 527,067662 -1,38257298 498,400852 -2,309636458 

555,067802 -0,767432022 526,400992 -1,400716562 497,734182 -2,334774776 

554,401132 -0,778743535 525,734322 -1,419022811 497,067512 -2,360075762 

553,734462 -0,790217717 525,067652 -1,43749173 496,400842 -2,385539417 

553,067792 -0,801854566 524,400982 -1,456123316 495,734172 -2,41116574 

552,401122 -0,813654085 523,734312 -1,474917571 495,067502 -2,436954732 

551,734452 -0,825616271 523,067642 -1,493874494 494,400832 -2,462906391 

551,067782 -0,837741126 522,400972 -1,512994085 493,734162 -2,489020719 

550,401112 -0,850028649 521,734302 -1,532276345 493,067492 -2,515297715 

549,734442 -0,86247884 521,067632 -1,551721273 492,400822 -2,54173738 

549,067772 -0,8750917 520,400962 -1,571328869 491,734152 -2,568339713 

548,401102 -0,887867228 519,734292 -1,591099134 491,067482 -2,595104714 
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490,400812 -2,622032383 461,734002 -3,933806375 433,067192 -5,54635404 

489,734142 -2,649122721 461,067332 -3,967891449 432,400522 -5,587433851 

489,067472 -2,676375727 460,400662 -4,002139192 431,733852 -5,628676331 

488,400802 -2,703791401 459,733992 -4,036549603 431,067182 -5,670081478 

487,734132 -2,731369744 459,067322 -4,071122682 430,400512 -5,711649294 

487,067462 -2,759110755 458,400652 -4,105858429 429,733842 -5,753379778 

486,400792 -2,787014434 457,733982 -4,140756845 429,067172 -5,795272931 

485,734122 -2,815080782 457,067312 -4,175817929 428,400502 -5,837328751 

485,067452 -2,843309797 456,400642 -4,211041682 427,733832 -5,87954724 

484,400782 -2,871701482 455,733972 -4,246428102 427,067162 -5,921928398 

483,734112 -2,900255834 455,067302 -4,281977191 426,400492 -5,964472223 

483,067442 -2,928972855 454,400632 -4,317688949 425,733822 -6,007178717 

482,400772 -2,957852544 453,733962 -4,353563374 425,067152 -6,050047879 

481,734102 -2,986894901 453,067292 -4,389600468 424,400482 -6,09307971 

481,067432 -3,016099926 452,400622 -4,42580023 423,733812 -6,136274209 

480,400762 -3,04546762 451,733952 -4,462162661 423,067142 -6,179631376 

479,734092 -3,074997982 451,067282 -4,498687759 422,400472 -6,223151211 

479,067422 -3,104691013 450,400612 -4,535375527 421,733802 -6,266833715 

478,400752 -3,134546711 449,733942 -4,572225962 421,067132 -6,310678887 

477,734082 -3,164565078 449,067272 -4,609239065 420,400462 -6,354686727 

477,067412 -3,194746114 448,400602 -4,646414837 419,733792 -6,398857235 

476,400742 -3,225089817 447,733932 -4,683753278 419,067122 -6,443190412 

475,734072 -3,255596189 447,067262 -4,721254386 418,400452 -6,487686257 

475,067402 -3,286265229 446,400592 -4,758918163 417,733782 -6,532344771 

474,400732 -3,317096938 445,733922 -4,796744608 417,067112 -6,577165952 

473,734062 -3,348091315 445,067252 -4,834733721 416,400442 -6,622149802 

473,067392 -3,37924836 444,400582 -4,872885503 415,733772 -6,667296321 

472,400722 -3,410568073 443,733912 -4,911199953 415,067102 -6,712605507 

471,734052 -3,442050455 443,067242 -4,949677071 414,400432 -6,758077362 

471,067382 -3,473695505 442,400572 -4,988316858 413,733762 -6,803711885 

470,400712 -3,505503223 441,733902 -5,027119313 413,067092 -6,849509077 

469,734042 -3,537473609 441,067232 -5,066084436 412,400422 -6,895468937 

469,067372 -3,569606664 440,400562 -5,105212227 411,733752 -6,941591465 

468,400702 -3,601902387 439,733892 -5,144502687 411,067082 -6,987876661 

467,734032 -3,634360779 439,067222 -5,183955815 410,400412 -7,034324526 

467,067362 -3,666981839 438,400552 -5,223571611 409,733742 -7,080935059 

466,400692 -3,699765567 437,733882 -5,263350076 409,067072 -7,12770826 

465,734022 -3,732711963 437,067212 -5,303291209 408,400402 -7,174644129 

465,067352 -3,765821027 436,400542 -5,34339501 407,733732 -7,221742667 

464,400682 -3,79909276 435,733872 -5,38366148 407,067062 -7,269003873 

463,734012 -3,832527161 435,067202 -5,424090617 406,400392 -7,316427748 

463,067342 -3,866124231 434,400532 -5,464682423 405,733722 -7,36401429 

462,400672 -3,899883969 433,733862 -5,505436898 405,067052 -7,411763501 
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404,400382 -7,459675381 375,733572 -9,673770395 347,066762 -12,18863908 

403,733712 -7,507749928 375,066902 -9,728839679 346,400092 -12,2507031 

403,067042 -7,555987144 374,400232 -9,784071632 345,733422 -12,31292979 

402,400372 -7,604387028 373,733562 -9,839466253 345,066752 -12,37531915 

401,733702 -7,652949581 373,066892 -9,895023542 344,400082 -12,43787118 

401,067032 -7,701674801 372,400222 -9,950743499 343,733412 -12,50058587 

400,400362 -7,75056269 371,733552 -10,00662612 343,066742 -12,56346323 

399,733692 -7,799613248 371,066882 -10,06267142 342,400072 -12,62650326 

399,067022 -7,848826473 370,400212 -10,11887938 341,733402 -12,68970596 

398,400352 -7,898202367 369,733542 -10,17525001 341,066732 -12,75307133 

397,733682 -7,94774093 369,066872 -10,23178331 340,400062 -12,81659937 

397,067012 -7,99744216 368,400202 -10,28847928 339,733392 -12,88029007 

396,400342 -8,047306059 367,733532 -10,34533791 339,066722 -12,94414344 

395,733672 -8,097332626 367,066862 -10,40235922 338,400052 -13,00815948 

395,067002 -8,147521861 366,400192 -10,45954319 337,733382 -13,07233819 

394,400332 -8,197873765 365,733522 -10,51688983 337,066712 -13,13667957 

393,733662 -8,248388337 365,066852 -10,57439914 336,400042 -13,20118361 

393,066992 -8,299065577 364,400182 -10,63207111 335,733372 -13,26585033 

392,400322 -8,349905486 363,733512 -10,68990576 335,066702 -13,33067971 

391,733652 -8,400908063 363,066842 -10,74790307 334,400032 -13,39567176 

391,066982 -8,452073308 362,400172 -10,80606305 333,733362 -13,46082648 

390,400312 -8,503401221 361,733502 -10,8643857 333,066692 -13,52614386 

389,733642 -8,554891803 361,066832 -10,92287102 332,400022 -13,59162392 

389,066972 -8,606545053 360,400162 -10,98151901 331,733352 -13,65726664 

388,400302 -8,658360971 359,733492 -11,04032966 331,066682 -13,72307203 

387,733632 -8,710339558 359,066822 -11,09930299 330,400012 -13,78904009 

387,066962 -8,762480813 358,400152 -11,15843898 329,733342 -13,85517082 

386,400292 -8,814784736 357,733482 -11,21773764 329,066672 -13,92146422 

385,733622 -8,867251327 357,066812 -11,27719897 328,400002 -13,98792028 

385,066952 -8,919880587 356,400142 -11,33682296 327,733332 -14,05453901 

384,400282 -8,972672515 355,733472 -11,39660963 327,066662 -14,12132042 

383,733612 -9,025627112 355,066802 -11,45655896 326,399992 -14,18826449 

383,066942 -9,078744376 354,400132 -11,51667096 325,733322 -14,25537122 

382,400272 -9,132024309 353,733462 -11,57694563 325,066652 -14,32264063 

381,733602 -9,185466911 353,066792 -11,63738297 324,399982 -14,3900727 

381,066932 -9,23907218 352,400122 -11,69798298 323,733312 -14,45766745 

380,400262 -9,292840118 351,733452 -11,75874565 323,066642 -14,52542486 

379,733592 -9,346770724 351,066782 -11,81967099 322,399972 -14,59334494 

379,066922 -9,400863999 350,400112 -11,880759 321,733302 -14,66142768 

378,400252 -9,455119941 349,733442 -11,94200968 321,066632 -14,7296731 

377,733582 -9,509538552 349,066772 -12,00342303 320,399962 -14,79808118 

377,066912 -9,564119832 348,400102 -12,06499905 319,733292 -14,86665194 

376,400242 -9,618863779 347,733432 -12,12673773 319,066622 -14,93538536 
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318,399952 -15,00428145 293,066492 -17,74287004 267,733032 -20,71635165 

317,733282 -15,0733402 292,399822 -17,81811019 267,066362 -20,79777319 

317,066612 -15,14256163 291,733152 -17,89351301 266,399692 -20,87935741 

316,399942 -15,21194572 291,066482 -17,9690785 265,733022 -20,96110429 

315,733272 -15,28149249 290,399812 -18,04480666 265,066352 -21,04301385 

315,066602 -15,35120192 289,733142 -18,12069748 264,399682 -21,12508607 

314,399932 -15,42107402 289,066472 -18,19675098 263,733012 -21,20732096 

313,733262 -15,49110878 288,399802 -18,27296714 263,066342 -21,28971851 

313,066592 -15,56130622 287,733132 -18,34934597 262,399672 -21,37227874 

312,399922 -15,63166632 287,066462 -18,42588747 261,733002 -21,45500163 

311,733252 -15,70218909 286,399792 -18,50259164 261,066332 -21,5378872 

311,066582 -15,77287453 285,733122 -18,57945847 260,399662 -21,62093543 

310,399912 -15,84372264 285,066452 -18,65648798 259,732992 -21,70414633 

309,733242 -15,91473342 284,399782 -18,73368015 259,066322 -21,78751989 

309,066572 -15,98590687 283,733112 -18,81103499 258,399652 -21,87105613 

308,399902 -16,05724298 283,066442 -18,8885525 257,732982 -21,95475503 

307,733232 -16,12874176 282,399772 -18,96623268 257,066312 -22,03861661 

307,066562 -16,20040321 281,733102 -19,04407552 256,399642 -22,12264085 

306,399892 -16,27222733 281,066432 -19,12208103 255,732972 -22,20682775 

305,733222 -16,34421412 280,399762 -19,20024922 255,066302 -22,29117733 

305,066552 -16,41636357 279,733092 -19,27858007 254,399632 -22,37568958 

304,399882 -16,48867569 279,066422 -19,35707358 253,732962 -22,46036449 

303,733212 -16,56115049 278,399752 -19,43572977 253,066292 -22,54520207 

303,066542 -16,63378795 277,733082 -19,51454863 252,399622 -22,63020232 

302,399872 -16,70658807 277,066412 -19,59353015 251,732952 -22,71536524 

301,733202 -16,77955087 276,399742 -19,67267434 251,066282 -22,80069083 

301,066532 -16,85267634 275,733072 -19,7519812 250,399612 -22,88617908 

300,399862 -16,92596447 275,066402 -19,83145073 249,732942 -22,95422711 

299,733192 -16,99941527 274,399732 -19,91108293   

299,066522 -17,07302874 273,733062 -19,99087779   

298,399852 -17,14680488 273,066392 -20,07083532   

297,733182 -17,22074368 272,399722 -20,15095552   

297,066512 -17,29484516 271,733052 -20,23123839   

296,399842 -17,3691093 271,066382 -20,31168393   

295,733172 -17,44353611 270,399712 -20,39229214   

295,066502 -17,51812559 269,733042 -20,47306301   

294,399832 -17,59287774 269,066372 -20,55399656   

293,733162 -17,66779255 268,399702 -20,63509277   

 

Tab. B.3 Intermediate camber airfoil coordinates 
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B.4 Leading edge modification 

 

The new leading edge coordinates, which substituted the ones in italic of the 

current airfoil, are in the table below: 

 

X Y X Y X Y 

151,0658 50,6144 117,5019 46,48717 84,71305 41,64742 
149,5545 50,44285 116,6591 46,37714 83,87552 41,50308 
148,7101 50,3457 115,8164 46,26663 83,03822 41,35743 
147,8661 50,24777 114,9738 46,15561 82,20115 41,21045 
147,022 50,14908 114,1313 46,04408 81,36431 41,06214 

146,1779 50,04971 113,2888 45,932 80,52771 40,91245 
145,3339 49,94975 112,4464 45,81936 79,69137 40,76138 

144,49 49,84924 111,6041 45,70613 78,85527 40,60889 
143,6461 49,74824 110,7618 45,5923 78,01944 40,45497 
142,8022 49,64682 109,9197 45,47784 77,18388 40,2996 
141,9585 49,545 109,0776 45,36272 76,34859 40,14275 
141,1147 49,44284 108,2356 45,24694 75,51359 39,98439 
140,271 49,34037 107,3938 45,13046 74,67887 39,82451 

139,4273 49,23761 106,552 45,01327 73,84445 39,66308 
138,5837 49,13461 105,7103 44,89535 73,01034 39,50007 
137,7401 49,03137 104,8687 44,77667 72,17654 39,33547 
136,8965 48,92792 104,0273 44,65722 71,34306 39,16925 
136,0529 48,82427 103,1859 44,53697 70,50991 39,00138 
135,2094 48,72042 102,3447 44,41589 69,6771 38,83185 
134,3658 48,6164 101,5036 44,29398 68,84463 38,66062 
133,5223 48,51219 100,6626 44,17121 68,01252 38,48767 
132,6788 48,4078 99,82172 44,04756 67,18077 38,31298 
131,8353 48,30323 98,981 43,92301 66,34939 38,13651 
130,9919 48,19847 98,14041 43,79753 65,5184 37,95825 
130,1484 48,09352 97,29996 43,67112 64,6878 37,77817 
129,305 47,98837 96,45966 43,54373 63,85761 37,59623 

128,4616 47,883 95,61952 43,41536 63,02782 37,41242 
127,6182 47,77741 94,77952 43,28599 62,19846 37,22671 
126,7754 47,67165 93,93968 43,15559 61,36954 37,03906 
125,9322 47,56558 93,10001 43,02414 60,54106 36,84946 
125,0889 47,45924 92,26051 42,89163 59,71304 36,65787 
124,2458 47,35261 91,42117 42,75802 58,88548 36,46426 
123,4026 47,24569 90,58153 42,62323 58,05841 36,2686 
122,5595 47,13844 89,74259 42,48739 57,23183 36,07087 
121,7164 47,03085 88,90384 42,3504 56,40576 35,87104 
120,8734 46,92291 88,06528 42,21224 55,58021 35,66907 
120,0305 46,81459 87,22692 42,07288 54,75519 35,46493 
119,1875 46,70588 86,38875 41,9323 53,93072 35,2586 
118,3447 46,59674 85,5508 41,79049 53,1068 35,05004 
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52,28347 34,83922 20,83857 24,45327 -7,75806 7,898719 

51,46072 34,62611 20,05696 24,1195 -8,41944 7,364962 

50,63858 34,41067 19,27709 23,78167 -9,07594 6,825206 

49,81706 34,19287 18,49901 23,43972 -9,72745 6,279441 

48,99618 33,97267 17,72279 23,0936 -10,3739 5,727659 

48,17596 33,75005 16,94846 22,74324 -11,0151 5,169856 

47,3564 33,52497 16,17609 22,38859 -11,651 4,606033 

46,53754 33,29739 15,40574 22,02959 -13,0829 3,212574 

45,71926 33,06723 14,63745 21,66618 -13,4885 2,680621 

44,90196 32,83458 13,8713 21,29831 -13,8452 2,114635 

44,08528 32,59929 13,10733 20,92591 -14,15 1,519117 

43,26937 32,36135 12,34562 20,54892 -14,4005 0,898807 

42,45425 32,12073 11,58622 20,16728 -14,5948 0,25864 

41,63993 31,87738 10,82921 19,78094 -14,6509 -3,21695 

40,82644 31,63127 10,07465 19,38984 -14,6842 -3,05855 

40,01381 31,38236 9,322608 18,9939 -14,7852 -2,39722 

39,20205 31,13061 8,573161 18,59308 -14,8088 -1,06077 

38,39119 30,87598 7,82638 18,18732 -14,8268 -1,72952 

37,58126 30,61842 7,082339 17,77655 -14,5247 -3,70825 

36,77228 30,35789 6,341117 17,36072 -14,3079 -4,34115 

35,96427 30,09435 5,602791 16,93977 -14,0356 -4,95221 

35,15726 29,82776 4,867441 16,51364 -13,7099 -5,53658 

34,35129 29,55807 4,135152 16,08227 -13,3335 -6,08961 

33,54637 29,28524 3,406005 15,64561 -12,9092 -6,60688 

32,74254 29,00922 2,680489 15,20385 -12,4406 -7,0843 

31,93983 28,72996 1,957812 14,75639 -11,9313 -7,51806 

31,13827 28,44742 1,238554 14,30349 -11,3853 -7,90471 

30,33789 28,16155 0,522802 13,84509 -10,8071 -8,24117 

29,53873 27,87231 -0,18935 13,38113 -9,27619 -8,90467 

28,74081 27,57964 -0,89781 12,91158 -8,26242 -9,3126 

27,94418 27,28349 -1,60249 12,43638 -7,24569 -9,71311 

27,14886 26,98382 -2,30328 11,95548 -6,22611 -10,1063 

26,35491 26,68057 -3,0001 11,46885 -5,20379 -10,4923 

25,56234 26,37369 -3,69284 10,97644 -4,17882 -10,8713 

24,77122 26,06313 -4,3814 10,47821 -3,15131 -11,2433 

23,98157 25,74884 -5,06569 9,974138 -2,12133 -11,6085 

23,19343 25,43076 -5,7456 9,464178 -1,08899 -11,967 

22,40686 25,10884 -6,42103 8,948306 -0,05436 -12,3189 

21,62189 24,78303 -7,09189 8,426494 0,98248 -12,6644 
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2,021446 -13,0035 43,56129 -22,3138 85,94602 -26,6413 

3,061859 -13,3362 44,64227 -22,4739 87,03668 -26,709 

4,104645 -13,6629 45,7237 -22,6309 88,12746 -26,7749 

5,149297 -13,9836 46,80557 -22,7849 89,21833 -26,8391 

6,195743 -14,2983 47,88786 -22,9359 90,30931 -26,9014 

7,243916 -14,6073 48,97055 -23,0839 91,40038 -26,9621 

8,29375 -14,9106 50,05363 -23,2291 92,49154 -27,021 

9,345182 -15,2083 51,13709 -23,3714 93,58278 -27,0781 

10,39815 -15,5006 52,22092 -23,5109 94,67411 -27,1337 

11,4526 -15,7874 53,3051 -23,6476 95,76552 -27,1875 

12,50847 -16,069 54,38961 -23,7817 96,85699 -27,2397 

13,56571 -16,3453 55,47446 -23,913 97,94854 -27,2902 

14,62427 -16,6166 56,55962 -24,0417 99,04015 -27,3392 

15,6841 -16,8829 57,64509 -24,1678 100,1318 -27,3865 

16,74515 -17,1443 58,73085 -24,2914 101,2235 -27,4323 

17,80738 -17,4008 59,81689 -24,4124 102,3159 -27,4765 

18,87073 -17,6526 60,90321 -24,5309 103,4078 -27,5191 

19,93518 -17,8998 61,9898 -24,647 104,4998 -27,5602 

21,00067 -18,1424 63,07664 -24,7606 105,5919 -27,5998 

22,06718 -18,3806 64,16373 -24,8719 106,684 -27,6378 

23,13466 -18,6143 65,25106 -24,9808 107,7761 -27,6744 

24,20307 -18,8437 66,33862 -25,0873 108,8683 -27,7095 

25,27239 -19,0689 67,4264 -25,1916 109,9606 -27,7432 

26,34257 -19,2899 68,51439 -25,2936 111,0529 -27,7754 

27,4136 -19,5068 69,6026 -25,3934 112,1452 -27,8061 

28,48543 -19,7197 70,691 -25,491 113,2376 -27,8355 

29,55804 -19,9286 71,77959 -25,5864 114,33 -27,8634 

30,6314 -20,1336 72,86837 -25,6797 115,4225 -27,8899 

31,70548 -20,3348 73,95733 -25,7709 116,5149 -27,9151 

32,78026 -20,5323 75,04646 -25,8599 117,6074 -27,9388 

33,85571 -20,7261 76,13576 -25,947 118,7 -27,9612 

34,93181 -20,9162 77,22522 -26,0319 119,7925 -27,9823 

36,00853 -21,1028 78,31484 -26,1149 120,8851 -28,002 

37,08586 -21,2859 79,4046 -26,1958 121,9778 -28,0204 

38,16376 -21,4655 80,49451 -26,2749 123,0704 -28,0375 

39,24222 -21,6417 81,58456 -26,3519 124,163 -28,0532 

40,32123 -21,8146 82,67474 -26,4271 125,2557 -28,0677 

41,40075 -21,9842 83,76504 -26,5004 126,3484 -28,0809 

42,48078 -22,1506 84,85547 -26,5717 127,4411 -28,0928 
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X Y X Y X Y 

128,5338 -28,1034 165,6841 -27,7646 202,7993 -26,1092 

129,6265 -28,1128 166,7764 -27,7351 203,8895 -26,0336 

130,7193 -28,1209 167,8687 -27,7046 204,9794 -25,9544 

131,812 -28,1278 168,9615 -27,673 206,0689 -25,8701 

132,9048 -28,1335 170,0537 -27,6402 207,1574 -25,7755 

133,9975 -28,1379 171,146 -27,6065 207,7327 -25,6846 

135,0903 -28,1412 172,2382 -27,5716 171,146 -27,6065 

136,1831 -28,1432 173,3304 -27,5356 172,2382 -27,5716 

137,2758 -28,144 174,4225 -27,4985 173,3304 -27,5356 

138,3686 -28,1436 175,5146 -27,4604 174,4225 -27,4985 

139,4614 -28,1421 176,6067 -27,4211   

140,5541 -28,1393 177,6987 -27,3808   

141,6469 -28,1354 178,7907 -27,3393   

142,7397 -28,1304 179,8826 -27,2967   

143,8324 -28,1242 180,9745 -27,253   

144,9251 -28,1168 182,0664 -27,2082   

146,0179 -28,1083 183,1582 -27,1622   

147,1106 -28,0986 184,2499 -27,1151   

148,2033 -28,0878 185,3416 -27,0667   

149,296 -28,0759 186,4333 -27,0173   

150,3887 -28,0629 187,5249 -26,9666   

151,4814 -28,0487 188,6164 -26,9146   

152,574 -28,0335 189,7079 -26,8615   

153,6666 -28,0171 190,7993 -26,807   

154,7593 -27,9996 191,8906 -26,7513   

155,8519 -27,981 192,9819 -26,6942   

156,9444 -27,9613 194,0731 -26,6357   

158,037 -27,9405 195,1642 -26,5759   

159,1295 -27,9187 196,2553 -26,5145   

160,222 -27,8957 197,3462 -26,4515   

161,3145 -27,8716 198,4371 -26,387   

162,407 -27,8465 199,5278 -26,3206   

163,4994 -27,8203 200,6181 -26,2524   

164,5918 -27,793 201,7088 -26,182   

 

Tab. B.4 New leading edge coordinates 
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B.5 Gurney flaps and trailing edge wedges 

 

Gurney flaps and trailing edge wedges coordinates are shown below: 

 

X Y X Y X Y 

657,894983 -0,6734043 665,081685 -1,8229298 662,925675 -0,4654139 

658,613653 -0,782999 665,081685 -5,9038765 662,207004 -0,3486832 

659,332323 -0,8937646 665,8003557 -6,187928519 661,488334 -0,2331603 

660,050994 -1,0057085 666,67 -6,4349527 660,769664 -0,1188379 

660,769664 -1,1188379 666,67 -1,1915927 660,050994 -0,0057085 

661,488334 -1,2331603 666,519026 -1,0674535 659,332323 0,1062354 

662,207004 -1,3486832 665,800356 -0,9445685 658,613653 0,21700104 

662,925675 -1,4654139 665,081685 -0,8229298 657,894983 0,32659575 

663,644345 -1,5833602 664,363015 -0,7025296 657,894983 -0,6734043 

664,363015 -1,7025296 663,644345 -0,5833602   

Tab. B.5 Gurney flap 0,8% coordinates 

 

X Y X Y X Y 

657,894983 -0,6734043 665,081685 -1,8229298 662,925675 -0,4654139 

658,613653 -0,782999 665,081685 -7,4815044 662,207004 -0,3486832 

659,332323 -0,8937646 665,8003557 -7,61126851 661,488334 -0,2331603 

660,050994 -1,0057085 666,67 -7,7682927 660,769664 -0,1188379 

660,769664 -1,1188379 666,67 -1,1915927 660,050994 -0,0057085 

661,488334 -1,2331603 666,519026 -1,0674535 659,332323 0,1062354 

662,207004 -1,3486832 665,800356 -0,9445685 658,613653 0,21700104 

662,925675 -1,4654139 665,081685 -0,8229298 657,894983 0,32659575 

663,644345 -1,5833602 664,363015 -0,7025296 657,894983 -0,6734043 

664,363015 -1,7025296 663,644345 -0,5833602   

Tab. B.6 Gurney flap 1% coordinates 
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X Y X Y X Y 

657,894983 -0,6734043 665,081685 -1,8229298 662,925675 -0,4654139 

658,613653 -0,782999 665,081685 -11,035941 662,207004 -0,3486832 

659,332323 -0,8937646 665,8003557 -11,064154 661,488334 -0,2331603 

660,050994 -1,0057085 666,67 -11,098293 660,769664 -0,1188379 

660,769664 -1,1188379 666,67 -1,1915927 660,050994 -0,0057085 

661,488334 -1,2331603 666,519026 -1,0674535 659,332323 0,1062354 

662,207004 -1,3486832 665,800356 -0,9445685 658,613653 0,21700104 

662,925675 -1,4654139 665,081685 -0,8229298 657,894983 0,32659575 

663,644345 -1,5833602 664,363015 -0,7025296 657,894983 -0,6734043 

664,363015 -1,7025296 663,644345 -0,5833602   
Tab. B.7 Gurney flap 1,5% coordinates 

 

X Y X Y X Y 

653,336 0,99488895 662,925675 -0,4654139 657,176313 0,43502676 

666,67 -6,4349527 662,207004 -0,3486832 656,457642 0,54230127 

666,67 -1,1915927 661,488334 -0,2331603 655,738972 0,64842641 

666,519026 -1,0674535 660,769664 -0,1188379 655,020302 0,75340927 

665,800356 -0,9445685 660,050994 -0,0057085 654,301631 0,85725687 

665,081685 -0,8229298 659,332323 0,1062354 653,582961 0,95997619 

664,363015 -0,7025296 658,613653 0,21700104 653,336 0,99488895 

663,644345 -0,5833602 657,894983 0,32659575   
Tab. B.8 TE wedge 0,8-2% coordinates 

 

X Y X Y X Y 

640,0032 2,69757568 658,613653 0,21700104 648,552269 1,64799536 

666,67 -6,4349527 657,894983 0,32659575 647,833599 1,74193366 

666,67 -1,1915927 657,176313 0,43502676 647,114929 1,83480423 

666,519026 -1,0674535 656,457642 0,54230127 646,396259 1,92661355 

665,800356 -0,9445685 655,738972 0,64842641 645,677588 2,01736805 

665,081685 -0,8229298 655,020302 0,75340927 644,958918 2,10707411 

664,363015 -0,7025296 654,301631 0,85725687 644,240248 2,19573808 

663,644345 -0,5833602 653,582961 0,95997619 643,521578 2,28336623 

662,925675 -0,4654139 652,864291 1,06157417 642,802907 2,36996482 

662,207004 -0,3486832 652,145621 1,16205768 642,084237 2,45554003 

661,488334 -0,2331603 651,42695 1,26143355 641,365567 2,54009802 

660,769664 -0,1188379 650,70828 1,35970855 640,646897 2,62364488 

660,050994 -0,0057085 649,98961 1,45688941 640,0032 2,69757568 

659,332323 0,1062354 649,27094 1,55298281 648,552269 1,64799536 
Tab. B.9 TE wedge 0,8-4% coordinates 
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X Y X Y X Y 

610,4627456 5,293870794 648,5522694 1,647995364 628,4295021 3,894933786 

666,67 -6,4349527 647,8335992 1,741933663 627,7108319 3,961272766 

666,67 -1,191592723 647,1149289 1,834804231 626,9921616 4,026708139 

666,5190259 -1,067453546 646,3962586 1,926613549 626,2734914 4,091245142 

665,8003557 -0,944568519 645,6775884 2,017368048 625,5548211 4,15488897 

665,0816854 -0,822929802 644,9589181 2,107074112 624,8361508 4,217644776 

664,3630151 -0,702529609 644,2402479 2,195738077 624,1174806 4,279517676 

663,6443449 -0,583360209 643,5215776 2,283366232 623,3988103 4,340512746 

662,9256746 -0,46541393 642,8029073 2,369964818 622,6801401 4,400635021 

662,2070044 -0,348683152 642,0842371 2,455540031 621,9614698 4,459889498 

661,4883341 -0,233160312 641,3655668 2,540098018 621,2427995 4,518281135 

660,7696638 -0,118837901 640,6468966 2,623644881 620,5241293 4,575814853 

660,0509936 -0,005708463 639,9282263 2,706186675 619,805459 4,632495532 

659,3323233 0,106235402 639,209556 2,787729412 619,0867888 4,688328016 

658,6136531 0,21700104 638,4908858 2,868279055 618,3681185 4,743317109 

657,8949828 0,326595746 637,7722155 2,947841524 617,6494482 4,797467581 

657,1763125 0,435026761 637,0535453 3,026422694 616,930778 4,850784162 

656,4576423 0,542301271 636,334875 3,104028395 616,2121077 4,903271546 

655,738972 0,648426412 635,6162047 3,180664412 615,4934375 4,95493439 

655,0203018 0,753409268 634,8975345 3,256336488 614,7747672 5,005777315 

654,3016315 0,857256869 634,1788642 3,331050321 614,0560969 5,055804905 

653,5829612 0,959976195 633,460194 3,404811565 613,3374267 5,105021709 

652,864291 1,061574174 632,7415237 3,477625832 612,6187564 5,15343224 

652,1456207 1,162057683 632,0228534 3,549498691 611,9000862 5,201040976 

651,4269505 1,26143355 631,3041832 3,620435666 611,1814159 5,247852358 

650,7082802 1,35970855 630,5855129 3,690442243 610,4627456 5,293870794 

649,9896099 1,45688941 629,8668427 3,759523862   

649,2709397 1,552982805 629,1481724 3,827685923   

Tab. B.10 TE wedge 0,8-8,5% coordinates 

 

X Y X Y X Y 

653,336 0,99488895 662,925675 -0,4654139 657,176313 0,43502676 

666,67 -7,7682927 662,207004 -0,3486832 656,457642 0,54230127 

666,67 -1,1915927 661,488334 -0,2331603 655,738972 0,64842641 

666,519026 -1,0674535 660,769664 -0,1188379 655,020302 0,75340927 

665,800356 -0,9445685 660,050994 -0,0057085 654,301631 0,85725687 

665,081685 -0,8229298 659,332323 0,1062354 653,582961 0,95997619 

664,363015 -0,7025296 658,613653 0,21700104 653,336 0,99488895 

663,644345 -0,5833602 657,894983 0,32659575   
Tab. B.11 TE wedge 1-2% coordinates 
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X Y X Y X Y 

640,0032 2,69757568 658,613653 0,21700104 648,552269 1,64799536 

666,67 -7,7682927 657,894983 0,32659575 647,833599 1,74193366 

666,67 -1,1915927 657,176313 0,43502676 647,114929 1,83480423 

666,519026 -1,0674535 656,457642 0,54230127 646,396259 1,92661355 

665,800356 -0,9445685 655,738972 0,64842641 645,677588 2,01736805 

665,081685 -0,8229298 655,020302 0,75340927 644,958918 2,10707411 

664,363015 -0,7025296 654,301631 0,85725687 644,240248 2,19573808 

663,644345 -0,5833602 653,582961 0,95997619 643,521578 2,28336623 

662,925675 -0,4654139 652,864291 1,06157417 642,802907 2,36996482 

662,207004 -0,3486832 652,145621 1,16205768 642,084237 2,45554003 

661,488334 -0,2331603 651,42695 1,26143355 641,365567 2,54009802 

660,769664 -0,1188379 650,70828 1,35970855 640,646897 2,62364488 

660,050994 -0,0057085 649,98961 1,45688941 640,0032 2,69757568 

659,332323 0,1062354 649,27094 1,55298281 648,552269 1,64799536 
Tab. B.12 TE wedge 1-4% coordinates 
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APPENDIX C: Wind tunnel at ITER 

 

C.1 The structure 

 

The wind tunnel at ITER is of general-purpose type with has been designed to suit 

civil rather than aeronautical tests in order to minimise the operation costs.  

It has a considerably lower energy consumption of the power plant, high flow 

quality in the test section and reduced noise pollution.  

The dimensions of the test section and the technical specifications of the tunnel 

are summarised in the tables below: 

 

Width [m] 2 

Height [m] 2 

Length [m] 3 

 

Tab. C.1 ITER wind tunnel test section dimensions[15]  

 

Maximum air speed in the test section [m/s] 57 

Maximum volumetric flow rate [m3/s] 216 

Maximum power (9 motor of 22kW) [kW] 198 

 

Tab. C.2 ITER wind tunnel technical specifications[15] 

 

However, a turbulence screen was recently introduced to the settling chamber 

which improved the quality of the airflow to 0.5% turbulence level. Although the 

modification lowered the value of maximum air speed in the test section given in  

Tab. C.2 to 48 m/s, this improvement enabled aeronautical tests to be run. 

The test section has a plate glass security window which enables observations to 

be made from the control room. It has been designed in a modular and 

exchangeable manner to make it adaptable to the requirements of any test. 
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The wind speed is regulated by a frequency inverter of 220 kW which can be 

remotely controlled from the control room using in-house software. The 

measurement of the wind speed is done by an anemometer and its signal is fed 

back to software used for wind speed control. 

 

 
 

Fig. C.1 Wind tunnel at ITER[15] 

 
 

C.2 Overview of force balances 

The purpose of most wind tunnels is to either measure the forces on or to visualise 

the flow around tested models. The former can be done in at least four methods: 

- by measuring the direct forces on the model; 

- by measuring the stresses developed in the model and hence calculating the 

forces; 

- measuring the effect the model has on the fluid flow by analysing the wake 

and static pressures; 

- by analysing the kinematics of the model under the fluid forces and obtaining 

the forces on the equations of motion. 

The first method involves using a device called a force balance. There are two 

types of balances: internal which fits inside the test section and external which is 

mounted outside the test section. The choice between them depends on 

specification of the wind tunnel tests.  
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The advantages of an external are its great resolving power and that it holds it 

calibration over a long period of time. The disadvantages are its size, initial cost 

and high resources consumption to reduce the data.   

On the other hand an internal balance has a much lower initial cost and can be 

adapted to various test sections. At present, the external balance type is the most 

popular choice mainly due to high accuracy they offer and the ease to reduce high 

volume data with modern computers. However, there is no single balance that will 

be appropriate for all tests for all possible models mainly due to maximum load 

capability and the accuracy required for minimum loads[1]. 

 

C.2.1 Force balance used at ITER 

 

ITER uses a decoupled 6 point external balance of platform type. It means that the 

model is mounted via an appropriate stand to a platform which forms a part of test 

section wall and six independent forces are measured simultaneously.  

The advantage of such a design is its simplicity and ease of calibration due to no 

coupling. The forces acting on the platform of the balance are measured by six 

transducers.  

Since the design of the balance is due to be patented, limited details of the 

structure and data acquisition system are given allowing only to understand the 

working principles and the calibration procedure. 

 

C.3 Data acquisition apparatus 

 

C.3.1 Load cells 

 

The load cells installed in this balances are Revere Transducers’ model 9363-B10-

150-20P1 for cells F3 to F6 and 9363-B10-100-20P1 for F1 and F2. They have a 

150 lb and 100 lb capacity respectively and their safe overload is 150 lb.  

The ultimate overload is 300 lb[16]. 
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C.3.2 Anemometer 

 

The anemometer is a TSI Model 8455-300 air velocity transducer which is 

capable of reading air velocities up to 50 m/s in standard conditions (ambient 

temperature 21.1°C; barometric pressure 760.0 mmHg). The tolerance readings 

are ±2.0% of reading and ±0.5% of full scale of selected range[24]. 

 

C.3.3 Amplifier 

 

The output from the load cells is usually in the range of mV or smaller. This 

analogue signal is too weak to be interpreted by an analogue-to-digital converter 

and needs to be amplified. Additionally, due to its low strength, it is prone to 

noise which can affect its quality.  

For the purpose of the test an in-house built amplifier (6 Channel Load Cell 

Amplifier MODEL LCA0204 ITER SA) is used. It provides a constant excitation 

voltage of 5 V for the load cells which can be varied is needed. 

 

C.3.4 Analogue-to-digital converter 

 

The analogue-to-digital converter used for transforming data was ADDI-DATA 

APCI-3120-16x which was connected to the computer via a PCI slot. The device 

is capable of recording data from maximum 8 channels in differential mode at 

maximum sampling frequency of 100 kHz. The software used for data collection 

was written in Borland Delphi at ITER and its interface is shown in Fig. C.2. 

The data were captured at frequency of 2.5 kHz and the user has the choice of 

setting the size of the output and the channels which were to be used for data 

capturing.  

In this case 6 channels are used for load cell and one for the hot-wire anemometer. 

The program outputs a single file that includes the date and the time for each data 

point of 8 channels. The name under which it stores the data is formed from the 

date and time of the first data point. 
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Fig. C.2 Data acquisition software interface 

 

C.4 Corrections 

 

After running preliminary tests at 4 different angles of attack and different wind 

velocities it has been noticed that the wing oscillates about its z-axis and possibly 

along its x-axis.  

Further investigation into raw data confirmed this observation and revealed 

another problem.  

 

 

Fig. C.3 Output from cell 1 and 2 showing the oscillatory mode and loss of data 
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The oscillations produced compressive forces in the load cell which cannot be 

read (Fig. C.3). To overcome the problem the load cell were prestrained which 

caused the graphs to shift up by about 4400 and 5000 output voltage units for cell 

1 and 2 respectively. This ensured that all the data were captured and the cells did 

not exceed their working capacity (maximum output is 65535). 

Another modification was made to the excitation voltage on cell 5 as it was 

reaching the maximum output. To overcome it, the excitation voltage was reduced 

to 4 V and the cell was prestrained to adjust the measuring range. As a result, in 

order to reach results consistency with other load cell results, data will need to be 

multiplied by 5/4. 

 

C.5 Comments 

 

Although great care was taken to adjust the setting of the apparatus to collect all 

the data, the output for the higher angles of attack, when the forces are greatest, 

occasionally suffered from excess of load. However, since the main focus of the 

tests were the angles of attack below 10 degrees and low wind speeds, the data 

obtained are of sufficient quality for further analysis. 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


